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Abstract

This thesis focuses on the time-related performance objectives in supervisor syn-

thesis of discrete event systems (DES) . With this purpose in mind, we exploit the

finite-state timed-weighted automaton as the modeling formalism. First, we present

the concept of throughput to evaluate the time-performance of systems with cyclic

behaviors. We formulate the supervisory synthesis problem ensuring both logic-

correctness and optimal throughput. After showing the existence of the supremal

controllable sublanguage with maximum throughput, an algorithm is provided to

compute such a supervisor. In the sequel, we model an operational and scheduling

problem under multiple job deadlines, where each job is represented by a finite lan-

guage and has to be completed within a finite period. The first step is to compute

the supremal controllable job satisfaction sublanguage where all jobs and deadlines

are met. In the case of nonempty supremal sublanguage, by adding proper de-

lays to controllable transitions, we seek for one of the maximal controllable sublan-

guages that ensure the minimum total job earliness. If the supremal sublanguage is

empty, we will relax some of the job deadlines, and compute a maximal controllable

minimum-earliness.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The modern manufacturing world is characterized by ever-changing demands for

higher flexibility of processes, a wide variety of products and a wide range of volumes.

However, in order to keep the manufacturer competitive in the market, providing

reliable delivery of products at ever lower cost is a must. Complex automated man-

ufacturing systems contain some discrete-event components. To name a few, we can

mention robot arms, conveyor belts, storage cells, etc. For such a complex system,

the controller or supervisor is needed to impose a given requirement(s) on the behav-

ior of the system. Discrete event systems (DES) have been widely studied through

several different approaches over the past few decades [6,22,36,78], and the supervi-

sory control provides a formal method providing a theory to design supervisor for

DES. By supervisory control theory, the process of supervisor design becomes fully

automated.

Since the beginning of supervisory control theory of DES initiated by Ramadge-

Wonham [57] , much effort has been devoted to logical supervisory synthesis prob-

lems, which are concerned about ensuring behavioral correctness with respect to

some given nonblocking and safety requirements, and focusing the computational

complexity, see, e.g., [48,77,81], while there has been less emphasis on time-related
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2

performance objectives in supervisor synthesis. For example, when designing a high

volume manufacturing process and its associated operating parameters, the major

objective is the throughput maximization, and intermediate goals toward this could

be the high smooth distribution of work over the entire system or machine utiliza-

tion. In the same way, in the manufacturing process, a penalty is associated with

the job completed early or late. Therefore in a scheduling problem with due-date

related objectives, to reduce the cost of being early or being tardy, the job’s due

date is given a priori, and the scheduler is required to schedule jobs with the given

due dates.

Given these purposes, this thesis focuses on the time-related performance objec-

tives in supervisor synthesis of discrete event systems (DES). In this thesis, the

whole formulations are developed based on formal languages. First of all, a formu-

lation based on formal languages is expressive. It is based on the notion of sets (of

strings), which are mathematical constructs seen as being independent of any com-

putation or representation mechanism (non-regular languages can also be dealt with

theoretically). Many existing mathematical functions such as union, intersection,

complementation, Cartesian product, concatenation, projection, inverse projection,

synchronous product, prefix closure, shuffle, relations (subset, equality, etc.), and

tools (such as automata) can be used for manipulating sets (of strings). By us-

ing second order logic, with many relations, functions, and constants defined, it is

possible to express very complicated ideas using language formalism. To represent

the language inclusion and equality, it is immediate in language formalism, but it

will be cumbersome to do so using mathematical programming, and more effort is

needed in constraint programming approach. For the set of languages, there is a

complete lattice structure. So we can often find supremal solutions, using successive

approximation or iteration equations with monotonic function (e.g. Kleene’s the-

orem). On the other hand, other approaches such as mathematical programming
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Chapter 1. Introduction 3

and constraint programming use specific representation and thus are less expressive.

Both models have the same structure: a set of decision variables, an objective func-

tion to maximize or minimize, and a set of constraints; they can be used to solve

the underlying problem if applicable, after proper reduction into these domains.

For regular languages, the automaton-based approach usually suffices for computa-

tion. Another advantage of the automaton-based approach is that it enables us to

formulate distributed systems consisting of small interacting components in a very

intuitive way. However, other approaches do not have such an intuitive notion of

interaction between components but rather a very large number of equations and

inequalities. In conclusion, language formalism is where we start, develop the the-

ory, pose the questions. There are occasionally other approaches that are better for

specific problems. However, in general, the language-based approach is sufficiently

concise for supervisory control purpose. For example, it is easier to discover prop-

erties such as controllability, observability, co-observability, normality in language

domain.

1.1 Historical Background: Supervisory Control

Theory

Discrete event systems can be characterized by a collection of events, such as mes-

sage arrival in a communication network system, or execution of a job in a manufac-

turing process. The state of the system evolves only at time instants corresponding

to the occurrence of one of the defined events. At the logical level of abstraction,

the behavior of such system can be captured by a formal language, and it can be

recognized by an automaton. We assume that an external agent (supervisor) can

prevent the occurrence of some events. Such agent could be a hardware, software,

or a human operator. It is assumed that some events cannot be prevented from
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4 1.1. Historical Background: Supervisory Control Theory

occurring. we call the former set of events controllable events, and the later that

cannot be disabled is called uncontrollable events. Because the system may generate

some undesirable event sequences, some control problems arise in here. Research

problems in the area of DES typically address if it is possible to find a supervisor

that can prevent unwanted sequences by disabling some controllable events at vari-

ous points along the string. Sometimes we are dealing with more complex problems

that they must be solved using decentralized control by multiple supervisors that

each of which can partially observe the events generated by the system. The unified

framework of supervisory control theory of DES proposed by Ramadge and Wonham

relies on the modeling using conventional automaton; where basically, transitions

are seen as letters and DES as finite state machines [57]. The following is the essence

of the DES control problems [59]. In the process G, whose behavior can be seen as

event sequences, some event sequences in G are unwanted (e.g., because of violating

some safety specifications). Such event sequences that are not undesirable is called

specification language. An agent or supervisor is responsible for controlling G by

ensuring that only sequences in the specification language occur. However, if that is

not possible, it lets a subset of specification language occur. The agent has some can

observe (or sense) some of the event occurrences. As the plants are nothing more

than sequences generators, we can model them using automata. The plant G can

be represented by an automaton defined over the alphabet Σ, G = (Q,Σ, δ, q0, Qm).

Finite state automata can capture most of the practical examples in DES. However,

the general theoretical setting does not impose any restriction on the state-set cardi-

nality. In DES, by marked states, we mean terminal states because, for some special

consideration, we use marked states to identify certain strings. Those sequences end

at marked states would specify completed tasks.

We associate two languages with an automaton G, defined as follows:

L(G) := {s|s ∈ Σ∗ and δ(q0, s)!}, and
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Chapter 1. Introduction 5

Lm(G) := {s|s ∈ Σ∗ and δ(q0, s) ∈ Qm}.

The language L(G) consists of all possible event sequences that the plant can gener-

ate, and the language Lm(G) (called the marked behavior) is a distinguished subset

of plant behavior representing completed tasks. To impose supervision on G, we

first identify the controllable and uncontrollable event, thereby Σ is partitioned into

the disjoint sets Σc, the controllable events set, and Σuc, the uncontrollable events

set. By controllable events, we mean those which a supervisor may enable or dis-

able, on the other hand, uncontrollable events are those that cannot be prevented

from occurring. So they are considered to be permanently enabled. A supervisor

observes the generated sequence of events by G and enables or disables any of the

events under its control at any point in time throughout its observation. By per-

forming such a manipulation of controllable events, the supervisor ensures that only

a subset of L(G) is permitted to be generated. Because a supervisor may only sense

some of the events transitions, the event set Σ is also divided into two disjoint sets:

observable events and unobservable events. We employ a mapping called the pro-

jection to show the partial observation of supervisor from the strings in Σ∗.

Formally, a supervisor S is a pair (T, ψ) where T is an automaton that is a recog-

nizer of a language over the same event set as the plant G and ψ, called a feedback

map, is a map from Σ and states of T to the set {enable, disable}. Let X be the set

of states of T , then ψ : Σ×X → {enable, disable} satisfies:

ψ(σ, x) = enable if σ /∈ Σc, x ∈ X.

In other words, an uncontrollable event cannot be disabled by a supervisor. Also,

If an event σ is not observable to the supervisor, then the supervisor cannot change

the state by the execution of σ. The automaton T tracks the behavior of G, and

the state is changed according to the events generated by G that the supervisor

can observe and in turn, at each state x of T , and the control rule ψ(σ, x) decides

whether to enable or disable σ. The closed behavior of the system is represented
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6 1.1. Historical Background: Supervisory Control Theory

by an automaton S/G. denote by L(S/G). It allows a string to be generated if

the string is generated by G, generated by T and also each event in the string

must be enabled by ψ. The marked behavior of the closed-loop system is denoted

by Lm(S/G). It consists of those strings in L(S/G) which are marked by both G

and T . The control problems urge finding supervisors in order to guarantee that

the generated sequences (or marked) either equal some prescribed specification lan-

guage or are a subset of them. However, sometimes after imposing the supervisor

to a plant, there are some generated sequences by the plant (without control) which

would end at the marked states in the plant, but the supervised plant cannot reach

a marked state, i.e., the supervisor prevents the system from reaching completion.

So in the control problems, we also seek solutions that are nonblocking, meaning

that all generated string (by the closed-loop system) can be completed to a marked

string. This requirement can be expressed as follows: a supervisor S is nonblocking

for G if

Lm(S/G) = L(S/G),

where the overline notation denotes prefix-closure. When a supervisor S ensures

that Lm(S/G) = K (or L(S/G) = K), it is said that S synthesizes the language

K. In other words, in a closed-loop system, it guarantees that only the strings

in K are recognized. If only one supervisor is imposed to control a DES, we say,

we are using centralized control. However, in some cases, we may require to use

multiple supervisors, say n, to control a plant. We call it decentralized supervisory

control. In such cases, the controllable events Σc can be divided into (may not be

disjoint) subsets Σ1,c,Σ2,c, . . . ,Σn,c, where Σi,c is the set of events that supervisor i

can disable. In a same way, the set Σo can be divided into (may not be disjoint) sub-

sets Σ1,o,Σ2,o, . . . ,Σn,o, where Σi,o is the set of events that supervisor i can directly

observe. By extending the notion of a projection and supervisor, Pi means the pro-

jection from Σ∗ → Σ∗i,o and Si = (Ti, ψi) represents a supervisor that controls events
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Chapter 1. Introduction 7

in Σi,c and is able to observe the events in Σi,o. By considering cases where multiple

supervisors impose control on a plant, we need to devise a way to formulate the

joint action of many supervisors. The definition is based on an idea that an event

in G will be disabled upon issuing a command of disablement by any supervisor.

For the sake of simplicity, we restrict our attention to the case dealing with only

two supervisors, but the results can be generalized to an arbitrary, finite number

of supervisors. For supervisors S1 = (T1, ψ1) and S2 = (T2, ψ2) acting on G, the

conjunction of S1 and S2 is the supervisor denoted by S1∧S2 = ((T1×T2), ψ1×ψ2)

where T1 × T2 recognizes the intersection of the languages recognized by T1 and T2

and ψ×ψ2 disables an event if and only if ψ1 or ψ2 disables it. The closed behavior

of the system when it is under the control of two supervisors, i.e., the sequences

of events generated while the plant G is under the supervision of S1 ∧ S2 (where

Si = (Ti, ψi), i = 1, 2), is represented by an automaton S1 ∧ S2/G whose closed

behavior, denoted by L(S1 ∧ S2/G), allowing a string to be generated if the string

is generated by G, generated by Ti(i = 1, 2) and each event in the string must be

enabled by both ψ1 and ψ2. The marked behavior is denoted by Lm(S1∧S2/G) and

consists of those strings in L(S1 ∧ S2/G) that are marked by G and by each of T1

and T2.

1.1.1 Problems and Complexity

We review some major problems related to supervisory control of DES. We mostly

focus on earlier works in this area. In some cases, the problems have polynomial

time complexity (especially when all events are observable to the supervisors); in

some cases, they are decidable but not solvable in polynomial time. In this case,

the supervisors have an only partial observation i.e., are decentralized; and in some

cases, they are undecidable (which is the case for small variants on the decidable

decentralized DES problems). In the supervisory control problems, there is a plant
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8 1.1. Historical Background: Supervisory Control Theory

G which is represented by a finite state automaton and a specification language E

which consists the admissible sequences. The control problems deal with finding a

supervisor (or supervisors for decentralized control cases) which manipulates only

the controllable events to guarantee that the closed behavior of systems recognizes

only the specification language. Sometimes such supervisors may not exist, in other

words, it is not possible to disable events at different points to guarantee that all

the sequences in E are generated. Because some there might be some string s ∈ E

extending to some other s′ which is not in E. For instance, let s′ = sσ for some

uncontrollable event σ, s ∈ E but sσ /∈ E. In these cases, we aim to compute su-

pervisors which guarantee that a subset of the E is recognized and where possible,

the largest subset of E which can be generated in the closed-loop. The two main

DES supervisory control problems studied 1980s is as follows:

Centralized Supervisory Control of DES Problem 1. Given a plant G de-

fined over Σ, and the specification language E such that ∅ 6= E ⊆ Lm(G) and sets

Σc ⊆ Σ, Σo ⊆ Σ, does a nonblocking supervisor S for G exist such that

Lm(S/G) = E ?

Assume that a supervisor S can only disable controllable events and can only see

observable events. If a supervisor exists, compute it.

Centralized Supervisory Control of DES Problem 2. Given a plant G defined

over Σ, and a prefix-closed E such that ∅ 6= E ⊆ L(G), a A such that A ⊆ E, and

sets Σc ⊆ Σ, Σo ⊆ Σ, does a nonblocking supervisor S exist such that

A ⊆ L(S/G) ⊆ E ?

Noting that the supervisor can disable only controllable events and can observe only

the observable events. If a supervisor exists, compute it.

This problem was first addressed in [49]. Supervisors exist if and only if the system

satisfies two properties: controllability and observability.

Controllability Definition Given G defined over Σ, and controllable events Σc ⊆
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Chapter 1. Introduction 9

Σ. For a language K ⊆ L(G), K is controllable with respect to G if

K̄Σuc ∩ L(G) ⊆ K̄.

If we think of E a specification language, we are interested to know when it will

be impossible to stop an undesirable sequence from happening then E must be

controllable. In other words, if a string s happens as legal, i.e., s ∈ Ē), and an

uncontrollable event σ could happen next, i.e., sσ ∈ L(G), then it must be the case

that sσ does not lead somewhere illegal, i.e., sσ ∈ Ē. In the following, we bring the

definition of observability.

Observability Definition Given G over Σ, and Σo ⊆ Σ, projection P : Σ∗ → Σ∗o,

K ⊆ Lm(G) is observable with respect to G, P if for all s, s′ ∈ Σ∗ such that

P (s) = P (s′)

(i) (∀σ ∈ Σ) s′σ ∈ K̄ ∧ s ∈ K̄ ∧ sσ ∈ L(G)⇒ sσ ∈ K̄

(ii) s′ ∈ K ∧ s ∈ K̄ ∩ Lm(G)⇒ s ∈ K.

Intuitively speaking, a supervisor recognizes what action to take if it knows what

sequence of events has occurred. However, a string which looks similar to another

string (i.e., has the same projection as) may be potentially vague to determine the

control action. The Following is the intuitive description of observability. We call a

language K observable if (i) if an ambiguous string s, in K occurs, the decision of

enabling or disabling the controllable event σ is forced by the action that a supervi-

sor would take on other strings which look similar to s and (ii) the decision to mark

or not to mark a potentially ambiguous string is consistent for all strings that look

same to the supervisor. If the whole specification language cannot be synthesized,

typically one tries to synthesize a subset of E. In other words, the aim is to find a

supervisor whose closed-loop behavior generates possibly the largest subset of legal

sequences, so that the language L(S/G) is as large as possible and still contained

in E. Such supervisors are said to be maximally permissive as they ensure that

events are only disabled if necessary and, therefore, that the closed-loop language
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10 1.1. Historical Background: Supervisory Control Theory

is as large as it can be without violating the specification language. Note that in

Centralized Problem 2, a language A is introduced, and it is not present in the for-

mulation of Centralized Problem 1. Because if only some subset of the specification

language is going to be generated in closed-loop, then the specification of A indi-

cates some lower bound on acceptable behavior. When G is a finite state automaton,

and E is a regular language if all events are observable (i.e., Σo = Σ), Centralized

Problem 2 can be solvable in polynomial time. Controllability is closed under ar-

bitrary union operation, and so, from the lattice theory, the set of all controllable

languages that are a subset of the specification language has a supremal element,

denoted by supC(E,G). When G is a deterministic finite automaton (DFA) and

E is a regular language, a DFA that recognizes supC(E,G) can be calculated in

polynomial time. First we check if A ⊆ supC(E,G). If not, no supervisor that

solves Centralized Problem 2 exists. If the inclusion is satisfied, then we can com-

pute a supervisor whose automaton is a recognizer for supC(E,G). In the case

that some events are not observable, one can check whether the legal language is

observable in polynomial time. If E is both controllable and observable w.r.t G,

then one can construct a supervisor that solves Centralized Problem 1 by first con-

structing a DFA that recognizes E, then replacing all unobservable events in that

automaton by ε, then doing an NFA-to-DFA conversion on the resulting NFA with

ε moves. The resultant DFA recognizes P(E), i.e., the set of legal sequences which

can be seen by a supervisor. One can then use this DFA to do supervision on the

plant G to guarantee that only the strings of E are generated in closed-loop. The

exponential-time operation cannot be avoided: even supposing the system is both

controllable and observable, we cannot always compute a supervisor in polynomial

time. As opposed to the case when all events are observable (and one can find a

supremal controllable sublanguage of E), observability is not closed under union,

and a supremal observable sublanguage of a given language does not necessarily
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Chapter 1. Introduction 11

exist. As a result, Centralized Problem 2 (with partial observation) can be solved

using the computation of the infimal, prefix-closed, observable super language but

this solution is not necessarily maximally permissive. It is shown that if G is a

DFA and A is a regular language, then the infimal, prefix-closed, observable super

language of A, represented by infO(A), can be calculated and is regular. It is shown

that infO(A) ⊆ supC(E) is a necessary and sufficient condition for there to exist a

supervisor that satisfies Centralized Problem 2. The following are two main decen-

tralized discrete-event control problems studied in the late 1980s and early 1990s:

Decentralized Supervisory Control Problem 1. Given a plant G defined over

Σ, a specification language E such that ∅ 6= E ⊆ Lm(G) and sets Σ1,c, Σ2,c, Σ1,o,

Σ2,o ⊆ Σ, do supervisors S1 and S2 exist such that S1 ∧ S2 is a nonblocking super-

visor for G and such that

Lm(S1 ∧ S2/G) = E ?

For i = 1, 2 supervisor Si can observe only events in Σi,o and only events in Σi,c can

be controlled. The set of uncontrollable events is Σ\(Σ1,c ∪ Σ2,c) . If supervisors

exist, compute them.

Decentralized Supervisory Control Problem 2. Given a plant G over Σ, a

prefix-closed specification language E such that ∅ 6= E ⊆ L(G), a minimally ade-

quate language A such that A ⊆ E, and sets Σ1,c, Σ2,c, Σ1,o, Σ2,o ⊆ Σ, do supervisors

S1 and S2 exist such that

A ⊆ L(S1 ∧ S2/G) ⊆ E ?

In here again, for i = 1, 2, supervisor Si can observe only events in Σi,o and can con-

trol only events in Σi,c. The set of uncontrollable events is Σ\(Σ1,c∪Σ2,c). If supervi-

sors exist, construct them. Decentralized Problem 1 was first solved in [19]. Supervi-

sors exist if the system satisfies two properties: controllability and co-observability.

The definition of co-observability was first addressed in [60]. It is shown that if

G is finite-state and E is a regular language, then co-observability can be checked
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12 1.1. Historical Background: Supervisory Control Theory

in polynomial time. Decentralized Problem 2 is solved and requires the computa-

tion of the infimal, prefix-closed, controllable and co-observable language containing

another language.

Undecidable Problems

The supervisory control problems (centralized and decentralized) reviewed were

computable. However, variants of the decentralized control problem are not decid-

able. In particular, two research groups independently produced results that show

that variants on Problem 2 are undecidable. In [68], it is shown that the following

problem is undecidable.

Decentralized Supervisory Control Problem 3. Given a finite-state plant G

over Σ and sets Σ1,c,Σ2,c,Σ1,o,Σ2,o ⊆ Σ, do there exist supervisors S1 and S2 such

that S1 ∧ S2 will be a nonblocking supervisor for G ?

This problem appears to be a special case of Decentralized Problem 4 as follows,

and the undecidability has been also proved. In fact, it is easy to show that each

problem can be reduced to the other as the additional language requirement of De-

centralized Problem 4 can be included into the plant itself.

Decentralized Supervisory Control Problem 4. Given a finite-state plant G

over Σ, a regular language E, and sets Σ1,c,Σ2,c,Σ1,o,Σ2,o ⊆ Σ, do there exist super-

visors S1 and S2 such that S1 ∧ S2 is a nonblocking supervisor for G and such that

Lm(S1 ∧ S2/G) ⊆ E ?

The proof in [71] that Decentralized Problem 4 is undecidable reduces a decentral-

ized observation problem to the decentralized control problem. Due to limitations on

what can be achieved by decentralized control strategy that makes independent con-

trol decisions, several researchers have also explored problems of decentralized DES

where the supervisors are able to communicate with each other. In [70], it is shown

that for a decentralized control problem where supervisors communicate with un-
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Chapter 1. Introduction 13

bounded delays, checking for the existence of supervisors, is undecidable. However,

it is also proved that a problem of decentralized observation with bounded-delay is

decidable.

In early years of development of supervisory control theory, the main results con-

cern with the logical behaviors of DES, and their initial formulations neglect timing

aspects. In the beginning, their main focus is on centralized model and events are

assumed to be fully observable. The problem of centralized DES has a polynomial

time complexity; sometimes this monolithic plant may be the result of the composi-

tion of multiple components. Consequently, the number of states may exponentially

grow in the number of components. Therefore, to reduce complexity arising from

the explicit model composition the second trend of research of supervisory control

theory focused on structured architectures for supervisor design, such as modular

control [81], decentralized control [48], hierarchical control [77]. When dealing with

multiple supervisors, each component’s supervisor may not have a full view of other

components’ events. Therefore the resulting partial observability leads to intractable

problems which are exponential at best in the state space of each component [31].

In the long run, we can see that in the theory of supervisory control of DES, much ef-

fort has been devoted to logical supervisory control of DES. However, there has been

less emphasis on time-related performance objectives in supervisor synthesis. To en-

hance applicability to supervisory control framework, researchers have extended the

current logical framework of supervisory control theory by augmenting some timing

considerations. Thus, it enables us to apply the time-related performance evalua-

tion techniques on the system, and performance criterion gets involved in supervisor

synthesis. In the next chapter, we will review existing works on supervisory control

of timed discrete event systems.
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14 1.2. Contributions and Outline of the Thesis

1.2 Contributions and Outline of the Thesis

In this section, we address the contributions and outline of the thesis. The reader

may refer to any particular chapter of interest without loss of continuity. The rest

of this thesis is organized as follows;

Chapter 2: In this chapter, we explain timed-weighted DES in details. We also

provide basic notions and notations frequently used throughout the thesis.

Chapter 3: In this chapter, we study the problem of supervisor synthesis for a class

of DES for optimal throughput based on the timed discrete event modeling formal-

ism. First, a language-based definition for the concept of throughput is presented.

Then, we formulate the supervisor synthesis problem with both logic correctness and

time-related-optimal performance objective, namely throughput. After we show the

existence of supremal controllable sublanguage with maximum throughput and min-

imum transient makespan, an algorithm is provided to compute such a supervisor.

Chapter 4: In this chapter, we model an operational planning and scheduling prob-

lem under multiple job deadlines in a time-weighted automaton framework. We first

present a method to determine whether all given job specifications and deadlines can

be met by computing a supremal controllable job satisfaction sublanguage. When

this supremal sublanguage is not empty, we compute one of its controllable sublan-

guages that ensure the minimum total job earliness by adding proper delays. When

this supremal sublanguage is empty, we will determine the minimal sets of job dead-

lines that need to be relaxed.

Chapter 5: This chapter is devoted to applications and case studies regarding the-

oretical findings of chapter 3, and chapter 4.

Chapter 6: In this chapter, concluding remarks and suggestions for future work

will be addressed.
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Chapter 2

Timed Discrete Event Systems

This chapter aims to introduce the timed-weighted DES framework in details,

as we use this modeling formalism in subsequent chapters. However, to make the

thesis self-contained, we also provide the preliminaries frequently used throughout

this thesis. We first give a brief introduction to (max,+) algebra. Then basic notions

and notations related to the theory of automata and formal languages are provided.

In the sequel, we discuss the literature concerned with timing mechanism for DES.

Finally, we introduce timed-weighted discrete event systems.

2.1 Preliminaries

2.1.1 (Max,+) Algebra

In this section necessary algebraic concepts of (max,+) algebra are represented.

In abstract algebra semiring is an algebraic structure. Let K 6= ∅ be a set equipped

with two binary operations ⊕ and ⊗. Then (K,⊕,⊗) is called semiring, if the

following are satisfied;

1. (K,⊕) is commutative monoid 1 with 0 as an identity element.

1Monoid: A set K together with binary operation ⊗ that satisfies closure, associativity, identity
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16 2.1. Preliminaries

2. (K,⊗) is monoid with identity element denoted by 1.

3. Both operations are connected by distributive law as a⊗(b⊕c) = (a⊗b)⊕(a⊗c).

4. 0 annihilates K with respect to ⊗ i.e. 0⊗ a = a⊗ 0 = 0 for all a ∈ K.

A semiring is called max-plus semiring, denoted Rmax, if K = R ∪ {−∞} is

equipped with the operation max, written additively (i.e a⊕ b = max(a, b) and the

usual sum written multiplicatively (i.e. a⊗b = a+b). In this semiring 0 = −∞,1 =

0.

For the matrix A,B ∈ Rn×n
max, and C ∈ Rm×p

max we get,

Addition: [A⊗B]ij = [A]ij ⊕ [B]ij

Multiplication: [A⊗ C]ij = ⊗mk=1([A]ik ⊗ [C]kj).

Note that often, the multiplication sign is omitted in written equations when they

are unambiguous.

We can see that the algebraic structure employed here is that of an idempotent

semiring or so called dioid. It is easy to see that many concepts and properties

(eigenvalues and eigenvectors, Cayley-Hamilton theorem, etc.) from linear algebra

can be directly translated to the max-plus algebra framework by replacing + by ⊕

and × by ⊗.

Example 2.1. 3⊕ 5 = max(3, 5) = 5,

3⊕ 0 = max(3,−∞) = 3,

0⊗ 3 = −∞+ 3 = −∞,

1⊕ 5 = max(0, 5) = 5,

3⊗ 5 + 3 + 5 = 8

Let A =

 1 0

−3 2

 , B =

 1.5 7

1 0

. For [A⊗B]12 = 1⊗ 7⊕0⊗0 = 7, likewise

for other elements, we have, A⊗B =

 1.5 7

3 4

.
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Chapter 2. Timed Discrete Event Systems 17

There is a close relation between max-plus algebra and graphs.

Definition 2.1. (precedence graph) Consider a A ∈ Rn×n
max, the precedence graph of

A, denoted by G(A), is a weighted directed graph with vertices 1, 2, .., n, and edge

(j, i) with weight aij for all non-zero (in max-plus sense) entries.

A directed graph G is called irreducible if for any two different vertices i, j of the

graph, there exists a path from i to j.

Definition 2.2. (irreducibility) A matrix A ∈ Rn×n
max is called irreducible if its prece-

dence graph is strongly connected.

By reformulating this in a max-plus algebra, then the matrix is called irreducible

if

(A⊕ A⊗2 · · · ⊕ A⊗n−1
)ij 6= 0 for all i, j with i 6= j,

This condition means that for two arbitrary vertices i and j with i 6= j there exists

at least one path from j to i.

Definition 2.3. (max-plus eigenvalue) Let A ∈ Rn×n
max, if there exists λ ∈ Rmax,

and non-zero v ∈ Rn
max such that A ⊗ v = λ ⊗ v then we say that λ is a max-plus

eigenvalue of A and v is a corresponding max-plus eigenvector of A.

Example 2.2. Given A =


1 0 2

2 1 4

1 2 3

,

the unique eigenvalue is λ = 3 and a corresponding max-plus eigenvector is

[1 2 1]T , and we have A⊗ v = [3 5 4]T = 3⊗ v.

It can be shown that every max-plus square matrix has least one eigenvalue. In

contrast to linear algebra, the number of eigenvalues of max-plus n by n matrix is

in general less than n. If a matrix is irreducible, then it has only one max-plus
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18 2.1. Preliminaries

eigenvalue.

The readers are referred to [6] for more detailed information on max-plus algebra.

2.1.2 Automata and Formal Languages

Let N,R+ represent set of natural numbers, and collection of positive reals respec-

tively.

Let Σ be finite nonempty set of alphabets. The free monoid Σ∗ over Σ is a set of all

finite sequences σ1σ2...σk for some k ≥ 1, where σi ∈ Σ, including the empty string

ε, and Σ+ = Σ∗\ε. Any element of Σ∗ is known as a string. The concatenation

is a monoid operation over strings, i.e. let s, s′ ∈ Σ∗ then t = ss′ represents their

concatenation. For two strings s, s′ ∈ Σ∗, s is called prefix substring of s′, denoted

by s ≤ s′ if s′ = sr for some r ∈ Σ∗. Thus the relation ≤⊆ Σ∗ × Σ∗ is a partial

order. A subset L ∈ Σ∗ is called language. The prefix closure of L is defined as

L̄ = {s ∈ Σ∗|(∃t ∈ L)s ⊆ t}. For a given two languages L,L′ ∈ Σ∗, their concate-

nation is defined as LL′ = {ss′ ∈ Σ∗|s ∈ L ∧ s′ ∈ L′}.

The natural projection is one the key operations over languages defined as follow,

Given L1 ⊆ Σ∗1 and L2 ⊆ Σ∗2 where Σ = Σ1 ∪ Σ2, then Pi : Σ∗ → Σ∗i i ∈ {1, 2} is

natural projection , if it satisfies following conditions,

1) Pi(ε) = ε

2) Pi(σ) =


σ if σ ∈ Σi

ε if σ ∈ Σ\Σi

3) Pi(sσ) = Pi(s)Pi(σ)

(2.1)

Simply, the effect of natural projection Pi with respect to (Σ,Σi) on string s ∈ Σ∗

is to erase all symbols σ in s that do not belong to Σi.

Conversely, for a given language L ∈ Σ∗, and P (L) = {P (s) ∈ Σ′∗|s ∈ L}, the
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Chapter 2. Timed Discrete Event Systems 19

inverse image map of P denoted by P−1 ⊆ 2Σ′∗ × 2Σ∗ is defined as,

P−1(L) = {s ∈ Σ∗|P (s) ∈ L} (2.2)

Now the synchronous product of L1 ⊆ Σ∗1 and L2 ⊆ Σ∗2 can be defined as,

L1||L2 := P−1
1 (L1) ∩ P−1

2 (L2) = {s ∈ Σ∗ | P1(s) ∈ L1 ∧ P2(s) ∈ L2} (2.3)

For more details, the reader is referred to [37].

2.2 Historical Evolution of Timed DES

In practical applications, we are frequently dealing with explicit timing constraints.

However, classical modeling formalisms (Petri-nets, finite state automata, etc.) can-

not capture such constraints. To overcome such limitations, extended versions of

automata known as timed automata were introduced by Rajeev Alur and David

Hill. Since then timed automata have become one of the most-studied frameworks

for real-time systems: in such systems, quantitative properties of delays between

events can be captured. Based on proposed formalisms, more elaborated theoreti-

cal developments of timed automata have been investigated. To mention some, we

can highlight minimization algorithms [2], power of clocks [34] , extensions of the

model [9,18,24,44]. The practical applications of timed automata have also been

investigated. Developing several model-checkers used to verify many industrial fla-

vored applications is one of the prominent examples [8,45]. One of the key properties

of timed automata is that the reachability property is decidable, although the timed

automata possess an infinite number of configurations [3]. They proved that the

construction of the so-called region automaton finitely abstracts the behaviors of a

timed automaton. Nevertheless, there are many problems that remain undecidable.
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20 2.2. Historical Evolution of Timed DES

For example checking whether a timed automaton is complementable is undecidable,

while the reachability properties remain decidable.

Reachability analysis is an essential property that one should be able to verify. For

example, the safety properties can be verified by reachability analysis. In timed

automata framework, the problem of reachability analysis simply means ”In timed

automata G, is state q reachable?”, while there is no constraint on the value of

clocks when reaching the state q. In the finite state automata, the reachability

problems are always decidable, and there are efficient methods for that purpose. In

timed automata, as we are dealing with infinite configurations (a configuration is a

tuple (q, r) where q is a state and r is clock value), different techniques have to be

considered. To deal with that, the region abstraction technique was developed by

Alur and Dill [3]. By this method, the behaviors of timed automata could be finitely

abstracted. Thus the reachability problem of timed-automata reduces to checking

reachability property in conventional finite automata.

To have a better understating of pros and cons of this modeling formalism, we review

some extensions of timed automata resulting in the more expressive model.

Some Extensions

In order to enhance the expressiveness of timed-automata some extensions (vari-

ants) have been presented. For example adding silent actions or ε-transitions to

timed-automata have been studied, and the region automaton construction can be

applied in a similar way [11]. By [10] adding additive clock constraints was stud-

ied. Such constraints are of the form of x + y # α, where x, y are clock variables,

α ∈ N, and # ∈ {<,≤,=, >,≥}. They showed that reachability problem for timed

automata when dealing with at most two clock constraints is decidable. On the

other hand, the problem is undecidable for timed-automata with four additive clock

constraints. For the case of three clock constraints, the reachability problem is still
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an open problem.

In initial timed-automata framework, we can only reset the clocks to zero. By [14]

a very general model known as updatable timed automata was proposed such that

an operation UP can be defined for each clock. For example, the value of clock can

be decreased by 1, or to set the clock’s value with respect to another clock. They

proved that in general, the reachability property of updatable timed automata is

not decidable.

Supervisory Control of Real-time Systems

The concept of supervisory control synthesis for timed automata was introduced

by [4,51]. In their research work, time is a continuous entity, whose passage inter-

acts with discrete transitions. They model a plant as a timed automaton, i.e., an

automaton which is equipped with clocks and guard conditions. The clocks grow

continuously in dense time, and guards on transitions are enabling conditions for

transitions. They showed that the control synthesis problem is solvable when the

plant specification is presented by a timed automaton, i.e., another timed automa-

ton can be synthesized such that its interaction with the plant will introduce only

good timed traces. Their proposed solution is obtained by solving fixed-point equa-

tions involving both discrete transition relations and linear inequalities. In [15] the

authors adopted the Ostroff’s semantics of timed transition models. They studied

the maximally permissive supervisory control of timed DES is the R-W framework.

They proposed two types of structures to describe timed discrete event systems;

1) ATGs (Activity Transition Graphs) are structures modeled by automaton aug-

mented with timing information (a lower time bound and an upper time bound) to

each event. These bounds represent the minimum and maximum execution time of

the event when enabled by the automaton.

2) TTGs (Timed Transition Graphs), are structures which are also modeled by an
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22 2.2. Historical Evolution of Timed DES

Figure 2.1: ATG vs TTG

automaton. However, time is explicitly included in automaton represented by a tick

event that models the passage of a unit of time. In an ATG, transition labels are

associated with an interval [l;u]. The upper bound u determines the type of event

considered: Brandin and Wonham (1994) classify events as remote, if u = ∞ and

prospective if u is finite. In the case of a remote event σ ∈ Σr, the lower bound l

models a delay, i.e. σ can not occur before that delay, it may never occur also. In

the case of a prospective event ξ ∈ Σp, the lower bound l models a delay and the

upper bound u models a hard deadline that is specified. Event ξ must occur before

that time. The ATG automaton and the respective TTG automaton are shown

in 2.2. In order to preempt the occurrence tick event, the notion of forcible events

are introduced which can occur before clock ticks. The inherent disadvantage of

this framework is due to explicit enumerating of the tick event, specially when one

is dealing with modeling a system consisting of both long duration event and short

durations.
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2.3 Timed-Weighted Automaton

A finite-state time-weighted automaton is a 3-tuple

(G = (X,Σ, ξ, x0, Xm), f, h), where G is a finite-state automaton with X being a

finite set of states, Σ a finite set of event labels, x0 ∈ X an initial state, Xm ⊆ X a

set of marker states. Transition function ξ can easily be extended to ξ : Q×Σ∗ → Q

by:

ξ(q, ε) = q

ξ(q, sσ) = ξ(ξ(q, s), σ) if r =: ξ(q, s) ∧ ξ(r, σ)!
(2.4)

We use ξ(r, σ)! to denote that the transition ξ(r, σ) is defined.

Intuitively speaking, automaton can be shown as a directed graph where nodes

represent states, and edges model state transitions. A state gives some information

about current behaviour of the system and transitions represent how the system

evolves from one state to another. f : T → R+ is the weight function, where

T := {(x, σ) ∈ X × Σ | ξ(x, σ)!} denotes the set of transitions defined in G, that

assigns to each transition ofG a finite positive real representing the duration required

for the corresponding transition to be completed.

The mutual exclusion relation h ⊆ Σ×Σ is reflexive and symmetric. A pair (σ, σ′) ∈

h if one event is under execution, the other event cannot be fired. For notational

simplicity, we write (σ, σ′) ∈ h to denote both (σ, σ′) ∈ h and (σ′, σ) ∈ h.

The finite-state automaton can be characterized by two languages. The feasible

behaviour of G known as closed behaviour is denoted by L(G) = {s ∈ Σ∗|ξ(s0, s)!},

and marked behaviour of G is defined as Lm(G) = {s ∈ Σ∗|ξ(x0 s) ∈ Xm}. The

language Lm(G) is interpreted as all possible event sequences representing completed

tasks. By definition Lm(G) ⊆ L(G) and as long as G does not have empty state

set, ε ⊆ L(G). The reachable state subset of G, denoted by Xrch, is Xrch := {x ∈

X|(∃s ∈ Σ∗)ξ(x0, s) = x}. The G is known to be reachable if Xrch = X. Since

unreachable state do not affect L(G) or Lm(G), we assume G always is reachable.
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In addition, an state x ∈ X is said to be coreachable if there exists s ∈ Σ∗ such that

ξ(x, s) ⊆ Xm; and G is coreachable if x is coreachable for all x ∈ X.

Let φ(Σ) and ϕ(Σ) denote respectively the set of finite-state automata, and the set

of finite-state time-weighted automata, whose alphabets are Σ. Now we can bring

the concept of makespan.

Definition 2.4. [65] Given a time-weighted automaton

(G, f, h) ∈ ϕ(Σ), let s ∈ L(G). Suppose s = σ1 · · · σn for some n ∈ N. Let

sq := σ1 · · ·σq ≤ s. If q = 0 then sq := ε.

1. A time-stamp of s with respect to (G, f, h) is a nondecreasing list of nonneg-

ative reals ρ = (tsk ∈ R+ ∪ {0}|k = 1, · · · , n), where for all q, v ∈ {1, · · · , n},

q < v ∧ (σq, σv) ∈ h⇒ tsq + f(ξ(x0, sq−1), σq) ≤ tsv.

Each tsk denotes a starting moment of firing σk in s.

2. Let ΘG,f,h(s) be the set of all time-stamps of s, and υG,f,h(s) := minρ∈ΘG,f,h(s) max{ts1+

f(x0, σ1), · · · , tsn+f(ξ(x0, sn−1), σn)} is called execution time of s with respect

to (G, f, h). As a convention, υG,f,h(ε) := 0.

3. For all K ⊆ Lm(G), let ωG,f,h(K) := sups∈K υG,f,h(s) be the makespan of K

with respect to (G, f, h). As a convention, ωG,f,h(∅) := +∞. �

Each tsk in a time-stamp is interpreted as the starting moment of event σk being

executed at state ξ(x0, sk−1), and tsk+f(ξ(x0, σk−1), σk) is the ending moment for the

execution of σk. If (σq, σv) ∈ h and q < v, then we know that, to start executing σv,

the execution of σq must have been finished because of the firing mutual exclusion

between σq and σv. Thus, we have tsq + f(ξ(x0, sq−1), σq) ≤ tsv. The execution time

υG,f,h(s) is interpreted as the minimum time required to finish the execution of s,

which is attainable if every participating uncontrollable event is cooperative and fires
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q0 q1 q2 q3

a/ 2 c/ 1 b/ 3

Figure 2.2: Example: (G,f,h)

immediately whenever it is eligible to fire. As an illustration, the timed-weighted

automaton (G, f, h) is depicted in Figure 2.2, where h = {(a, b), (b, c)}. The label

”a/2” over the transition ξ(x0, a) = x1 means that f(x0, a) = 2, and the remaining

labels are interpreted in a similar way. The list w = (ta, tc, tb) = (0, 0, 2) is a time-

stamp for s = acb because ta + f(x0, a) = 2 ≤ tb, tc + f(x1, c) = 1 < tb. So by w

the execution time of s is υG,f,h(s) = tb + f(x2, b) = 5, and the execution time of

s with respect to other time-stamp is grater than that of w. It remains to present

the method to compute the execution time of the string. As hereinabove described,

the execution time of s is defined by the map ωG,f,h(s). There are several ways to

compute it [76], one of which is by using the theory of heaps-of-pieces [73]. This

method was first used by Gaubert and Mairesse [28] to compute the completion

time of the last event in the timed Petri net under a given schedule.

2.3.1 Heaps-of-Pieces

The combinatorial theory of heaps-of-pieces was first introduced by Viennot [73].

Imagine a horizontal axis with a finite number of slots. A piece is possibly a non-

connected solid block occupying some of the slots. With an ordered sequence of

pieces, we associate the heap by piling up the pieces. It is worthwhile pointing out

that heaps of pieces are basically an extension of the Gantt charts traditionally

used in scheduling. However, the Gantt charts only display the resource occupation

times, heaps of pieces contain the complete timing information for both resources

and jobs. This allows us to write dynamic equations in max-plus algebra framework.

Definition 2.5. A heap model is a 5-tuple H = (T ,R, R, l, u), where:
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� T is a finite set whose elements are called pieces.

� R is a finite set whose elements are called slots.

� R : T → 2R/∅ is a map that gives the subset of occupied slots by a piece.

� l : T × R → R+ ∪ {−∞, 0} gives the height of the lower contour of the piece

at different slots.

� u : T ×R → R+ ∪ {−∞, 0} gives the height of the upper contour of the piece

at different slots.

By convention, l(a, r) = u(a, r) = −∞ if r 6∈ R(a) and minr∈R(a)l(a, r) = 0 (a

piece cannot be lower than the ground).

A useful interpretation of a heap model consists in viewing pieces as tasks and

slots as resources. Each task a requires subset of the resources R(a) during a certain

amount of time u(a, r)− l(a, r) for a resource r ∈ R(a).

A given length-k-string s = a1, .., ak ∈ T ∗, k ∈ N corresponds to a heap, i.e. a

sequence of k pieces a1, .., ak piled in logical order, and we associate tq ∈ R+ ∪ {0}

to each aq (q = 1, ..., k). We say s is a heap with respect to ρ̂ = (t1, ..., tk), if for all,

q, v ∈ {1, ..., k}q < v ⇒ (∀r ∈ R(aq) ∩R(av)) tq + u(aq, r) ≤ tv (2.5)

In other words,the piece av preceded by aq, should piled upon aq. We call ρ̂ a

height-stamp of s, which specifies the starting vertical position of each relevant piece.

The upper contour of the heap with respect to ρ̂ is defined as the R-dimensional

row vector xH(s,ρ̂) = (x1, ..., x|R|), where xq is the height of the heap on the slot

q, q ∈ {1, .., |R|}, and is defined as,

(∀q ∈ {1, ..., n})xq = max
v∈{1,...,|R|}

tv + u(av, rq) (2.6)
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The height of the heap s with respect to ρ̂ is,

yH(s, ρ̂) = max
q∈{1,...|R|}

xq (2.7)

Let Ξs be the collection of all hight-stamp of s. Then the height of s is ȳH(s) =

minρ̂∈Ξs yH(s, ρ̂). As a convection, let xH(ε) = (0, .., 0). By (2.7), for a sequence of

n tasks a1...an written as a string s = a1..an, the makespan of s is the completion

time of the latest task of the string (which is not necessarily an). In the following,

we provide the method based on the max-plus algebraic structure to compute the

makespan of s.

The mutual exclusion relation h induces a resource set R and a map R : T → 2R,

which maps each transition τ ∈ T to its set of resources. Let nh = |R|. Then

there exists a morphism M̂G,f,h : T ∗ → Rnh,nh
max , where Rnh,nh

max is the collection of all

matrices whose dimensions are nh × nh such that M̂G,f,h(ε) is defined as the unit

matrix Inh×nh , i.e., all diagonal entries are 0 and all other entries are −∞, and for

each τ ∈ T ,

M̂(τ)qv :=


0 if q = v, q /∈ R(τ), or q ∈ R(τ), v /∈ R(τ)

f(τ) if q, v ∈ R(τ)

−∞ otherwise

Finally,

υG,f,h(s) = 1tnhM̂G,f,h($(s))1nh , (2.8)

where 1nh ∈ Rnh
max is the nh-dimensional column vector, whose entries are all 0,

and 1tnh is the transpose of 1nh . When the context is clear, we use υ(s) to denote

υG,f,h(s).

Example 2.3. Let T := {a, b, c} and R := {r1, r2},

R(a) = r1, R(b) = r1, R(c) = r2
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Figure 2.3: Heap-of-pieces of s = acb

u(a, r1) = f(a) = 2, u(a, r2) = 0, l(a, r1) = l(a, r2) = 0

u(b, r1) = f(b) = 3, u(b, r2) = 0, l(b, r1) = l(b, r2) = 0

u(c, r1) = 0, u(c, r2) = f(c) = 1, l(c, r1) = l(c, r2) = 0

The heap associated with s = acb is shown in Fig 2.3. The heap-of-pieces model for

the execution time of s = acb will be as follows:

M̂(a) =

 2 0

−∞ 0

 ,M̂(b) =

 3 0

−∞ 0

 ,M̂(c) =

 0 −∞

0 1


v(acb) = 1tM̂(a)M̂(c)M̂(b)1 = 5

2.4 Discussions

In this chapter, we first reviewed preliminary notions (max-plus algebra, automata

and formal languages) frequently used in the thesis. Before introducing timed-

weighted DES, we traced how timed DES has been evolved our time. At the end,

we introduced a morphism which let us calculate the execution time of a string

demonstrated by heap-of-pieces.
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Chapter 3

Optimal Throughput Supervisory

Control

Standardization of the processing requirements of the parts or products together

with the required volume of production provide an ideal environment for the repet-

itive process. In practice, manufacturing robotic cells are designed to produce sig-

nificant volumes of either a single part or a few closely related parts. Given the

processing requirements, the most desired objective for manufacturers is to maxi-

mize the cell productivity. A natural and widely accepted measure of productivity

is throughput-the number of finished parts produced per unit of time. By the goal

of maximizing the throughput of the cell, it is worth to mention two remarks. First,

small improvements in throughput can improve revenues significantly for one or both

of the following reasons: the significant volumes produced by the cell and the high

market value of the products. A case in point is semiconductor wafer fabrication,

where both of these factors contribute to focus attention on throughput maximiza-

tion. [23] For example, Geismar et. al [29] , show how an 8% increase in throughput

can increase the manufacturer’s revenues by almost $3 million per week. Second,

a number of cell characteristics impact its throughput. These include cell layout,
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processing speeds of the machines and robots, and the sequence of robot actions.

For a specific manufacturing environment, an a priori judgment about the relative

impact of these characteristics is often difficult to assess.

Over the years, with an ever-increasing in the size and the complexity of robotic

cells, optimization of the schedule of robot moves has emerged as a dominant tool for

achieving throughput maximization. In practice, many cell parameters of are fixed

imposed by physical constraints and cannot be changed. There is little flexibility

in cell layout, and relatively, changes to it would have less influence on throughput.

In most applications, we are facing strict processing requirements; reducing the

processing time at a stage would change the nature of that operation and its result

as well. The processing speeds at the different stages of the cell are constrained

by the latest technology available. Although various robots with different speeds

are available, once a robot is purchased, it comes with a specified processing speed

that cannot be changed. Alternatively, the best schedule of robot moves can be

chosen relatively inexpensively. This requires no layout changes, nor the machines,

or the robots. Many of the results can be proven analytically or demonstrated using

simulation, rather than trying different production schedules.

In this chapter, we deal with performance evaluation of systems with cyclic be-

haviors. For such systems, the throughput concept is usually introduced as a quan-

titative criterion for system’s performance evaluation. For example, in a job shop,

which produces a large number of parts, the jobs are scheduled in a certain manner

to achieve high productivity, and this schedule is repeated [62]. Other potential

applications of cyclic systems can be seen in logistics, transportation, and commu-

nication systems [13,17]. So far, several techniques have been proposed to cope

with scheduling complexity, e.g., mathematical programming models, queue rules,

and multi-agent system [56]. In the beginning, simulation methods were used to

compute the cycle time. For example, in [43] they used a computer to simulate the
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robot motions, and calculated the cycle time. In [5] by using simulation, they show

the transition from cold-start to steady-state cyclic operations. B lażewicz et al. [12]

provide an analytical solution to extract the cycle time. In robotic manufacturing

systems, a schedule consists of some consecutive tasks (or events) and each task

takes a certain amount of time to be completed. In some scheduling problems, we

face mutual exclusion relation among tasks, which simply means their occurrence

cannot overlap. In addition, in scheduling problems, it is assumed that all events are

controllable, i.e. we can postpone the occurrence of the event. But this assumption

is not always true. For example, we cannot prevent machine failures, or stop pro-

ducing imperfect products. Thus, in the presence of uncontrollable events, we need

supervisory control in order to ensure that the logical behavior of the closed-loop

system is satisfactory. Subsequently, performance analysis is another key issue to be

considered. There are several performance indicators such as makespan, throughput,

machine utilization, and work-in-process [55], [20]. A vast amount of research has

been devoted to performance analysis of cyclic scheduling problems [52,62]. In [50],

they aim the synthesis of synchronization controller for multiple cyclic systems mod-

eled in the max-plus framework, such that no deadlock occurs. Throughput is one

of the prominent ones to judge the performance of processes with cyclic behaviors.

It is widely used for evaluating productivity [32].

Gaubert et al. in [28] defines the asymptotic throughput for timed event graphs

with the aim of obtaining the periodic schedules that maximize the throughput.

But their work does not consider the notion of uncontrollability. Although in [38]

the authors consider the uncontrollability of events, the maximality is sacrificed in

order to achieve the director, rather than the supervisor, which selects at most one

controllable event to be enabled at each state. In addition, their associated additive

cost function which can represent completion time, cannot capture any concurrent

execution of events. In [42], Kobetski’s aim is the deduction of a minimal supervi-
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sor, that is also optimal with respect to the expected cycle time of a manufacturing

cell, and they use probabilistic automata to represent the event occurrence frequen-

cies.

In this chapter, we focus on developing a supervisor synthesis approach to ensure

correct logic behavior and maximum throughput. The latter is concerned with the

number of concerned actions per time unit. Although throughput analysis has been

addressed in the literature in different modeling formalisms such as mathematical

programming [55], Petri nets [74], timed-automata [65], and max-plus algebra [28],

synthesizing a controller that takes into account permissiveness and uncontrollable

events plus a variety of logic constraints such as mutual exclusion relation, prece-

dence relation, deadlock/livelock freeness has not been fully studied in the literature.

With this observation in mind, we decide to adopt a language-based framework to

tackle this problem for the following reasons. First of all, a language-based frame-

work does not depend on a specific computation mechanism. Thus the derived re-

sults may have a larger application scope. For example, the definition of throughput

applies not only to regular languages but also to context-free languages [16]. Sec-

ondly, a language-based framework can handle permissiveness, uncontrollable events

and some sophisticated precedence relations in a natural way compared with other

formalisms, while still attaining sufficient expressiveness to describe performance

characteristics. Thirdly, a language-based framework facilitates model abstraction

techniques, which may provide us enough tools to cope with the complexity issue.

We first recast the concept of (worst-case) throughput in a language-based frame-

work by defining the throughput of a prefix-closed live language. Then we show

that maximal permissiveness is rather difficult to obtain if we only focus on the

throughput of cyclic behaviors. This prompts us to consider both transient be-

haviors and cyclic behaviors, and bring in the concept of stably regular languages.

This concept allows us to show the existence of the supremal controllable stably
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regular sublanguage with maximum throughput and minimum transient makespan.

After introducing all these concepts, we provide concrete algorithms based on finite-

state automata to compute that supremal sublanguage. The algorithms may not be

computationally efficient as the focus of this chapter is on the development of theo-

retical concepts and results to create a foundation for a language-based framework,

and those algorithms only serve to show that such a framework is technically fea-

sible. Computational efficiency shall be addressed in future technical development.

To the best of our knowledge, there is no work in the literature addressing permis-

siveness and throughput together. In this sense, our work presented is original and

novel.

3.0.1 Outline

This chapter is organized as follows. In Section 3.1 a formulation of the optimal

supervisor synthesis problem for maximum throughput and minimum makespan is

presented. Then concrete algorithms for solving this synthesis problem are intro-

duced in Section 3.2.

3.1 Formulation of Optimal Control

In this section, we first describe some basic concepts that fix the notations and

terminologies, then introduce the main concept of throughput in terms of convergent

subsequences of finite strings for prefix-closed live languages. Finally, we formulate

the optimal supervisor synthesis problem.

3.1.1 Basic Concepts

Let Σ be a finite set of events, and Σ∗ be a free monoid over Σ and with ε being

the identity element, and string concatenation as the monoid operation. A string
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s ∈ Σ∗ is called prefix (substring) of t ∈ Σ∗, written as s ≤ t, if there exists s′ ∈ Σ∗

such that ss′ = t, where ss′ denotes the string concatenation of s and s′. A subset

L ⊆ Σ∗ is called a language. Let L,L′ ⊆ Σ∗, their language concatenation is denoted

by LL′ := {ss′ ∈ Σ∗|s ∈ L ∧ s′ ∈ L′}. The length of the string s is denoted by

|s| and |s|σ denotes the number of occurrence(s) of distinguished event σ in string

s. Given a language L ⊆ Σ∗, its closure, denoted by L, is the set of all prefixes of

strings in L. A language L is said to be prefix-closed if L = L [37]. A finite-state

automaton (FSA) is a 5-tuple G = (X,Σ, ξ,Xm, x0), where X denotes the set of

states, Σ the finite set of events, x0 ∈ X the initial state, and ξ : X ×Σ→ X is the

(partial) deterministic state transition function which is extended in a natural way to

ξ : X×Σ∗ → X. The closed behaviour of G is defined as L(G) = {s ∈ Σ∗|ξ(x0, s)!}.

A language K ∈ Σ∗ is recognized by G if L(G) = K. In here , we only consider trim

finite state automata [57]. We always mean prefix closed live languages when talking

about languages, unless otherwise stated. For a finite set S, |S| is used to denote

its cardinality. In here having the ability to complete a specific task is not our main

objective, instead it is the ongoing cyclic behaviours that caught our attention.

Definition 3.1. A language L ⊆ Σ∗ is said to be live if for any string s ∈ L, there

exists some s′ ∈ Σ+, such that ss′ ∈ L. �

Since we are only concerned with prefix-closed languages, the definition of a live

language L reduces to for each string s ∈ L⇒ sσ ∈ L for some σ ∈ Σ.

For example, let Σ = {a, b}, L1 = {ab, a∗}, and L2 = {ab∗, a∗}. We can see that L1

is not a live language as s = ab cannot be further extended in L1. However, L2 is a

live language.

Definition 3.2. Given a language L ⊆ Σ∗, an infinite set of strings W ⊆ L is

called a prefix-closed sequence of L if W could be enumerated as an increasing chain

s0 ≤ s1 ≤ s2 ≤ . . ., such that for all i ∈ N, si+1 = siσ for some σ ∈ Σ and s0 = ε.

Let θL be the collection of all prefix-closed sequences of L. �
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For example, let Σ = {a, b}, and consider the live regular language L = {a∗b∗}.

W1 = {a∗}, W2 = {b∗}, and W3 = {aaab∗} are few instances of prefix-closed subse-

quence of L.

By [64], the limit of a prefix-closed sequence W ⊆ L is a ω-word, i.e., an infinite

string. We are interested in the occurrence frequency of a specific event in this infi-

nite string. To this end, we need to first introduce a way of measuring the execution

time of a string. There are possibly many ways to define such a measure of string

execution time depending on specific applications [15]. We denote the time map as

T : Σ∗ → R+, where R+ denotes the set of all non-negative reals interpreted as the

string execution time. In this work, the theory of heaps of pieces [73] is employed

for the computation of string execution time T (s), s ∈ Σ∗. It provides a nice graph-

ical interpretation for task-resource models [27]. Based on this setup, the execution

time of a string s ∈ Σ∗ is equal to the maximum height of the heap piled up by the

pieces corresponding to the sequence of events in s. As an algebraic tool, (max,+)

semiring is used here for performance evaluation purpose.

3.1.2 Throughput Definition and Problem Formulation

Now we can define throughput for a given prefix-closed sequence as follows.

Definition 3.3. ΘT (W ) := lim inf
k→∞

|sk|σ
T (sk)

where W is enumerated as the increasing chain s0 ≤ s1 ≤ s2 ≤ . . . as in Defini-

tion 3.2. �

Definition 3.4. Given a language L ⊆ Σ∗ and a time map T , the throughput of L

w.r.t T is defined as ΩT (L) := inf
W∈θL

ΘT (W ). �

By 3.3, the throughput of prefix-closed sequence is defined in terms of the produc-

tion speed, i.e., the nominator is the number of occurrences of the interested event
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σ in sk , and the denominator is the execution time of sk. Then the throughput

of a prefix-closed live language is the infimum of the production speed of all the

prefix-closed sequences associated with language L. In other words, we consider the

throughput of a language in the worst-case scenario in terms of the infimum oper-

ation. This choice will force the subsequent controller design to maximize such a

worst-case throughput by removing those undesirable prefix-closed sequences which

have low throughput. From a synthesis point of view, we are interested in the

following property about language throughput.

Proposition 3.1. Given a non-negative real constant a ∈ R+ and a finite collection

{Li ⊆ Σ∗|i ∈ I ∧ |I| < +∞ ∧ ΩT (Li) = a} of languages of the same throughput,

we have that ΩT (
⋃
i∈I Li) = a, i.e., languages with the same throughput are closed

under an arbitrary finite number of set union operations. �

Proof. For every prefix-closed sequence W ∈ θL1 we know that W ∈ θL1∪L2 , then

by throughput definition we have, for all W ∈ θL1 , ΘT (W ) ≥ infW∈θL1∪L2
ΘT (W ),

i.e., infW∈θL1
ΘT (W ) ≥ infW∈θL1∪L2

ΘT (W ), which directly implies that ΩT (L1) ≥

ΩT (L1 ∪ L2). Similarly, we have ΩT (L2) ≥ ΩT (L1 ∪ L2). Therefore, ΩT (L1 ∪ L2) ≤

min(ΩT (L1),ΩT (L2)). It only suffices to prove ΩT (L1∪L2) ≥ min(ΩT (L1),ΩT (L2)).

As ∀W, W ∈ θL1∪L2 =⇒ W ∈ θL1 ∨ W ∈ θL2 . We first assume for an arbitrarily

given W ∈ θL1∪L2 =⇒ W ∈ θL1 then Θ(W ) ≥ infW∈θL1
Θ(W ). Likewise, if W ∈

θL1∪L2 =⇒ W ∈ θL2 then Θ(W ) ≥ infW∈θL2
Θ(W ). Then we can conclude that

∀W ∈ θL1∪L2 , Θ(W ) ≥ min(infW∈θL1
Θ(W ), infW∈θL2

Θ(W )), i.e., ΩT (L1 ∪ L2) ≥

min(ΩT (L1),ΩT (L2)).

Nevertheless, this nice closure property does not hold for an infinite number of

set union operations. It is also worth to point out that our result differs with the

results in [41,47], in which the notion of fairness is imposed. A language is fair if

given two strings with the number of occurrences of each event in the second no
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less than the number of occurrences of the same event in the first, an event that

may occur after the first string is also permitted to occur after the second. With

this definition, they showed that given two systems, under the fairness condition

performance (throughput) of the second system is superior to those of the first, in

the sense that events always occur earlier in the second system than in the first,

independent of their stochastic features as long as they are governed by the same

probability law.

A simple example is to take Li := (bab)ia∗ for i ∈ N, i.e., there are i copies

of bab in the transient behaviour before the cyclic behaviour a∗ is encountered,

and assume that executions of a and b are mutually exclusive, i.e., they cannot

be fired simultaneously. Assume that a is the event that we are interested in. The

throughput of each specific Li is determined by a∗ only. But an infinite union
⋃
i∈N Li

of Li’s will bring the cycle (bab)∗ back, which certainly will lower the throughput, as

long as b takes non-zero time for execution. This example indicates that for a given

language, the notion of supremal sublanguage of a given throughput, in general, does

not exist. To avoid this unpleasant situation for the purpose of control synthesis,

we focus on some special sublanguages described in the following definition.

Definition 3.5. Given a language L ⊆ Σ∗, a sublanguage L′ ⊆ L is said to be

stably regular if L′ =
⋃
i∈I Fi(

⋃
k∈KiM

∗
i,k) for a finite index set I and a finite index

set Ki, where |Fi| < ∞ for all i ∈ I and Mi,k is regular for all k ∈ Ki. We say⋃
i∈I Fi(

⋃
k∈KiM

∗
i,k) is a canonical representation of L′ if for each Fi (i ∈ I) and

each s ∈ Fi, there does not exist s′ ≤ s with s′ 6= s such that s(
⋃
k∈KiM

∗
i,k) =

s′(
⋃
k∈KiM

′∗
i,k) for some regular M ′

i,k ⊆ Σ∗. Let ΦL be the set of all canonical stably

regular sublanguage of L and let makespan(L′) := maxi∈I maxT (Fi), where T (Fi) =

{T (s)|s ∈ Fi} �

A stably regular sublanguage denotes a collection of processes, each of which

has a finite transient transitional behaviour captured by Fi for some i ∈ I, and
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cyclic behaviours generated by repetitions of finite strings captured by Mi,k. This

concept has a strong application flavor, which is commonly seen in manufacturing

and logistics. A canonical representation ensures that any transient behaviour is

not obtained via unfolding of some cyclic behaviours. This becomes important

when we compare the makespans of transient behaviours of different stably regular

sublanguages, which will be discussed shortly. In order to bring in the concept of

supremal stably regular sublanguage, we define a total preorder over stably regular

sublanguages in ΦL.

Definition 3.6. Given a language L ⊆ Σ∗, let S1 =⋃
i∈I1 F1,i(

⋃
k∈K1

M∗
1,i,k), S2 =

⋃
i∈I2 F2,i(

⋃
k∈K2

M∗
2,i,k) ∈ ΦL. We say S1 is perfor-

mance superior to S2, denoted as S1 B S2 , if one of the following conditions holds:

1. ΩT (S1) > ΩT (S2),

2. ΩT (S1) = ΩT (S2), and makespan(S1) ≤ makespan(S2)

We say that S1 and S2 are performance equivalent, denoted as S1 ./ S2, if S1 B S2

and S2 B S1. �

In other words, S1 is performance superior to S2 if either S1 has a higher through-

put, i.e., a better cyclic behaviour, or a lower makespan with the equal throughput,

i.e., an equal cyclic behaviour but a shorter transient behaviour. Notice that if we

do not impose canonical representations for stably regular sublanguages, we will

not be able to compare the makespans of transient behaviours. The usefulness of

bringing in the concept of finite makespan is illustrated by the following result.

Theorem 3.1. Given a language L ⊆ Σ∗, two constant reals a, b ∈ R≥, and any

collection {Li ⊆ L|i ∈ I ∧ ΩT (Li) = a ∧ makespan(Li) = b} of stably regular

sublanguages Li ∈ ΦL of the same throughput and makespan, we have that
⋃
i∈I Li ∈

ΦL, ΩT (
⋃
i∈I Li) = a and makespan(ΦL) = b, i.e., stably regular sublanguages with
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the same throughout and makespan are closed under an arbitrary finite number of

set union operations. �

Proof. By Definition 3.5, we assume that any transient behaviour is not obtained

via unfolding of some cyclic behaviours. Therefore, the proof is similar to that of

Proposition 3.2.

We now bring in the concept of control. Let Σc ∪ Σuc, where Σc and Σuc denote

respectively the sets of controllable and uncontrollable events.

Definition 3.7. S ⊆ L ⊆ Σ∗ is controllable w.r.t L, if SΣuc ∩ L ⊆ S �

Given a requirement language E ⊆ Σ∗, let

T C(L,E) := {S ⊆ L∩E|S ∈ ΦL ∧ SΣuc ∩L ⊆ S ∧makespan(S) = b∧ΩT (S) = a},

where a is the maximum throughput and b is the minimum makespan attainable.

Since controllable sublanguages are closed under an arbitrary number of set unions,

and so are stably regular sublanguages with the same throughput and makespan,

we can derive that there must exist a unique sublanguage S∗ ∈ T C(L,E) such that

for all other S ∈ T C(L,E) we have S∗ B S, and in case that S∗ ./ S we have

S ⊆ S∗. We call S∗ the supremal controllable stably regular sublanguage of L under

E with maximum throughput and minimum makespan, denoted as supT C(L,E).

Notice that supT C(L,E) may be the empty set. We are now ready to formulate our

optimal supervisor synthesis problem:

Problem 1. Given a plant L ⊆ Σ∗, a requirement E ⊆ Σ∗ and a time map T ,

decide whether supT C(L,E) is non-empty, and calculate it in the case it is so. Here

L and E are both regular. �

Problem 1 consists of two technical questions: (1) is it decidable whether supT C(L,E)

is non-empty (2) when the answer to the first question is positive, is supT C(L,E)

computable. In the next section we provide affirmative answers to problem 1.
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3.2 Synthesis of Optimal Supervisor

3.2.1 Throughput Computation

In this section, for the computational purpose, FSA-based algorithms are proposed

for supervisor synthesis, and we discuss how to compute the throughput of a prefix-

closed live regular language, which is recognized by an FSA. To bridge this gap, we

first need to have the following definitions based on FSA.

Definition 3.8. String c ∈ Σ+ is a simple cycle of the finite-state automaton G =

(X,Σ, ξ, x0), if there exists x ∈ X such that ξ(x, c) = x, and the internal states

crossed by the transitions are different from each other and w.r.t. x. �

An equivalence relation ∼⊆ Σ∗ × Σ∗ is such that s1 ∼ s2 if there exists x, y ∈

Σ∗, such that s1 = xy and s2 = yx, i.e., if s1 and s2 are cyclic permutations of

each other. The coset of s w.r.t. ∼ is denoted [s]∼, or [s] for brevity. Let C(G)

denote the finite set of all simple cycles of G. Clearly C(G) is saturated by ∼,

i.e., if c ∈ C(G), then [c] ⊆ (G). Note that for two simple cycles c1, c2 such that

c1 ∼ c2, it is in general not true that T (c1) = T (c2). That is, due to concurrent

execution of events, the cyclic permutations c1 and c2 may have different cycle time.

Since we are interested in schedules with the optimal asymptotic performance, it

is known that cycle throughput is invariant by cyclic conjugacy of the pattern.

For two cyclic behaviours (s1s2)n, (s2s1)n, where n ∈ N, n → ∞ have the same

asymptotic performance because they only differs by a finite number of events (

(s1s2)n = s1(s2s1)n, (s2s1)n = s2(s1s2)n, as n → ∞). Therefore, for throughput

evaluation of the equivalence class [c], it suffices to consider one of the cycles from

[c].

Assume that c ∈ C(G), and c = σ1...σn, σi ∈ Σ, i ∈ N and let M̂(c) =

M̂(σ1)...M̂(σn) be denoted by κ, where κ is square matrix over Rn×n
max, and the

k-times iterated product κ ⊗ κ ... ⊗ κ is denoted by κ⊗
k
. Since we assume that
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none of the resources remain idle during the whole process, the precedence graph

G(κ) corresponding to the heap representation of c is strongly connected. The irre-

ducibility property of matrix κ which is equivalent to possessing strongly connected

precedence graph G(κ) leads to following useful theorem (see Chapter 2. for the

definition of irreducibility).

Theorem 3.2. [6] An irreducible matrix A ∈ Rn×n
max has one and only one finite

eigenvalue, which is equal to the maximal mean cycle time of G(A), denoted by λ(A),

λ(A) =
n
⊕
j=1

(tr(Aj))1/j

Where tr and jth root are inspired by the conventional algebra, i.e., for a given

A ∈ Rn×n
max,

tr(A) =
n
⊕
i=1

[A]ii. �

From task-resource perspective [26], the maximum execution time of the string

cK ∈ Σ∗ is computed by y(k) = 1nmax
′⊗x(k), where x(k) = κ⊗x(k− 1), and taking

x(0) = 1nmax as an initial vector.1

The following theorem provides the link between the asymptotic growth rate of x(k)

in recurrence equation x(k) = A ⊗ x(k − 1) and unique eigenvalue of irreducible

matrix A.

Theorem 3.3. [33] For a recurrence relation x(k) = A ⊗ x(k − 1), k ≥ 1 with

irreducible matrix Rn×n
max possessing eigenvalue λ then, for any initial vector x(0) ∈

Rn
max and for all i ≤ n

limk→∞
xi(k ; x(0))

k
= λ(A) �

Theorem 3.3 not only guarantees the existence of asymptotic growth rate of x(A)

but also provides the link for computing the throughput of the cycles of the given

automaton.

Given a finite transition structure G, the total number of simple cycles is finite, i.e.,

11n
max is max-plus identity column vector.
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|C(G)| < +∞. Each simple cycle describes a possible cyclic behavior in the system.

The actual system behavior may jump from one simple cycle to another, which

means, in general, we may not expect to see a stable throughput with each finite

observation window. Nevertheless, the worst-case throughput is always unique, as

we shall show below. Partly due to this conceptual simplicity, we pursue the worst-

case throughput of a language. With Theorem 3.2 and 3.3, we now could link

language (worst-case) throughout to throughput of a simple cycle.

Definition 3.9. The throughput of a simple cycle c w.r.t. a map time T is defined as

ΓT (c) = |c|σ
|c|λ(κ)

. Where |c|σ and |c| are number of occurrence σ in c, and cardinality

of c respectively.

The concept of throughput of a simple cycle is quite straightforward: the ratio of

occurrences of σ in the cycle, i.e., |c|σ|c| , divided by asymptotic growth rate of κ, i.e.,

λ(κ).

Now we can have the following result.

Theorem 3.4. Given a regular language L ⊆ Σ∗ recognized by a finite-state au-

tomaton G, we have ΩT (L) = minc∈C(G) ΓT (c). �

Proof. For every prefix-closed sequenceW ∈ θL, we have inf
W∈θL

ΘT (W ) ≤ minc∈C(G) ΓT (c).

For suppose c0 = argminc∈C(G) ΓT (c), ∃s ∈ Σ∗ such that W0 = sc∗0 ⊆ L. The

throughput of the sequence W0 is equal to minc∈C(G) ΓT (c).

On the other hand, since ∀i ∈ I, inf
W∈θL

ΘT (W ) ≥ minc∈C(G) ΓT (c)2, we have inf
W∈θL

ΘT (W ) ≥

minc∈C(G) ΓT (c). Thus we establish that inf
W∈θL

ΘT (W ) = minc∈C(G) ΓT (c).

3.2.2 Supervisor Synthesis

Our next objective is to decide whether S1BS2 for two stably regular sublanguages

S1, S2 ∈ ΦL , which are recognized by two finite-state automata. The key challenge

2We use the fact that each sequence can be factorized into simple cycles due to the finite state
space.
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is to determine their transient behaviors in their canonical representations, as the

throughput part has been taken care of by Theorem 3.4. The definition of canonical

representation in Definition 3.5 indicates that no transient behavior can partly in-

tersect cyclic behaviors, i.e., if a transient behavior is represented by a set of states

and transitions among them, none of those transitions can be part of a cycle. This

offers us a way to calculate the makespan of transient behaviors of a stably regular

language, which is described in the following algorithm.

Algorithm 3.1 Computation of Makespan of Transient behaviours

1. Input: A finite-state automaton G recognizing S ∈ φL

2. Minimize G to construct a canonical recognizer
G′ = (X ′,Σ, ξ, x′0, X

′
m) of S.

3. Let ∆ := {(x, σ, x) ∈ X ′ × Σ×X ′|(x, σ, x) is not in any cycle of G}.

4. Obtain G′′ from G′ by restricting transitions in ∆.

5. Output: maxT (L(G′′)).

Algorithm 3.1 first finds transitions which are not included in any cycle, then out-

puts makespan of the language formed by those transitions. We have the following

result. Constructing a canonical recognizer G is polynomial time w.r.t. the size of

G [37]. Calculating ∆ can be done in polynomial time w.r.t. the size of G by using

a coloring method. So the complexity of Algorithm 3.1 is polynomial time.

Proposition 3.2. Algorithm 3.1 terminates. If the canonical representation of S

is
⋃
i∈I Li(

⋃
k∈Ki L

∗
i,k), then we have makespan(S) = maxT (Li). �

In other words, once a regular language S ⊆ L is given, we can calculate the

makespan of its transient behaviour specified in its canonical representation. We now

present an algorithm to determine performance superiority among stably regular

sublanguages.
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Algorithm 3.2 Determination of Performance Superiority Among Stably Regular
Sublanguages

� Input: G1 and G2 recognizing S1, S2 ∈ φL.

� Calculate the sets φ1 and φ2 of simple cycles in G1 and G2 respectively.

� Apply Algorithm 3.1 on G1 and G2. Assume
makespan(S1) and makespan(S2) are the outputs respectively.

� If minc∈C(G1) ΓT (c) > minc∈C(G2) ΓT (c), or when
minc∈C(G1) ΓT (c) = minc∈C(G2) ΓT (c) and makespan(S1) ≤ makespan(S2),
output S1 B S2.

According to Theorem 3.4 and Proposition 3.2, we know that Algorithm 3.2 cor-

rectly determines performance superiority between S1 and S2. The complexity of

Algorithm 3.2 is determined by Step 2 of finding all simple cycles, which in the worst

case may be exponential time, as there may be an exponential number of simple

cycles in a directed graph. So the overall complexity of Algorithm 3.2 is exponential

time. We are now ready to present an algorithm to solve Problem 1.

Algorithm 3.3 Computation of supT C(L,E)

� Input: A finite-state automaton G recognizing L ⊆ Σ∗, and a finite-state
automaton H recognizing E ⊆ Σ∗.

� Calculate the supremal controllable sublanguage of L ∩ E (by using, e.g., an
algorithm in [80]. Assume the outcome is recognized by G′.

� Let ΥG′ be the collection of all nonblocking sub-automata of G , whose be-
haviours are live and controllable w.r.t. G. Clearly, ΥG′ is finite.

� Apply Algorithm 3.2 on sub-automata in ΥG′ to find the collection ΓG :=
{Ĝ ∈ ΥG′ |(∀Ĝ′ ∈ ΥG′)ĜB Ĝ′}.

� Output:
⋃
Ĝ∈ΓG

L(Ĝ).

Algorithm 3.3 is essentially a brute-force method, which enumerates all live and

controllable sub-automata of G. Since L(G′) is the supremal controllable sublan-
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guage of G under E, we will show that supT C(L,E) is recognized by one such

sub-automaton. The motivation behind this construction is that both controlla-

bility and throughput will not be affected by automaton unfolding, i.e., enlarging

the state set of G will not increase the chance of finding supT C(L,E). In addi-

tion, minimum makespan of transient behaviours of supT C(L,E) in its canonical

representation will not be affected by state unfolding.

Theorem 3.5. Let S be the output of Algorithm 3.3. Then (1) S = ∅ implies that

T C(L,E) = ∅; (2) S 6= ∅ implies that S = supT C(L,E). �

Proof. If S = ∅, then ΓG = ∅, which implies there does not exist a controllable sta-

bly regular sublanguage with minimum makespan and maximal throughput, that

is T C(L,E) = ∅. Suppose S 6= ∅. Then from Algorithm 3.3, we have ΓG is the

collection of sub-automata in ΥG′ that have the minimum makespan and maximum

throughput among all sub-automata in ΥG′ . Thus, S =
⋃
Ĝ∈ΓG

L(Ĝ) is the supre-

mal controllable stably regular sublanguage that has the minimum makespan and

maximum throughput, that is, S = supT C(L,E).

Theorem 3.5 indicates that it is decidable whether supT C(L,E) is non-empty, and

in the case it is non-empty, it can be computed. Since the goal of this research is to

create a foundation for a language-based synthesis framework for maximum through-

put, computational efficiency is not our major concern here. In our framework, Al-

gorithm 3.2 is suffering from exponential time complexity arising from simple cycles

enumeration. In literature, there are several algorithms which find all simple cycles

of any directed graph. By Weinblatt [75] and Tiernan [69], time exponential may

elapse between the output of one cycle and the next. Tarjan [67] presents an algo-

rithm with a bound of O(n.e(c + 1)) for the algorithm running time on an entire

graph, where n, e, and c are number of vertices, edges, and simple cycles in the graph

respectively. To the best of our understanding the best algorithm which finds all
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the simple cycles of a directed graph is time bounded by O((n+ e)(c+ 1)) [39].

3.3 Discussions

In this chapter, we addressed the problem of computing a supremal controllable

sublanguage with the maximum throughput and minimum transient makespan.

For this purpose, we introduced the concept of stably regular languages with fi-

nite makespan for transient behaviors and throughput for cyclic behaviors. This

phenomenon happens to match our daily experience - we need to restrict transient

behaviors before we can optimize cyclic behaviors. However, regarding computa-

tional complexity, there are several grand challenges left. First, in Algorithm 3.2,

enumerating all simple cycle has an exponential time complexity. Also, we need to

calculate the eigenvalue of all simple cycles. The eigenvalue of an irreducible square

matrix is equal to maximum cycle mean of the precedence graph corresponding to

each M̂(c) for all simple cycle c. By Karp’s theory [40], it has polynomial time

complexity O(m.n), where n, and m are number of edges, and vertices of simple

cycle precedence graph. Finally, the Algorithm 3.3 is essentially a ”brute-force”

algorithm, which is only used to show the feasibility of performing time optimal

synthesis for maximum throughout. Indeed, one of the beauties of this research is

addressing permissiveness and throughput together. Providing heuristics to cope

with complexity challenges are important issues which will be addressed in our fu-

ture research work.
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Chapter 4

Operational Planning and

Scheduling under Multiple Job

Deadlines

Job deadline satisfaction problems have been extensively studied in the operations

research community due to their important applications in manufacturing and logis-

tics. There is an enormous number of publications on this subject. For example, [55]

provides a thorough account of job shop scheduling problems with deadlines. [63]

gives a survey of scheduling with controllable processing times, in order to meet

deadlines in an optimal manner, e.g., reducing job earliness. When some deadlines

are deemed infeasible to be fulfilled, relaxations can be considered, usually in an opti-

mal manner. For example, in [35] the authors consider a single machine scheduling

problem with common due dates, and the performance is measured by the mini-

mization of the sum of earliness and tardiness penalties of the jobs. In operations

research usually mathematical and constraint programming models are used. Such

approaches to scheduling related problems, such those used in operation research,

or queuing theory pay less attention to the explicit modeling of systems dynam-
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ics but rather reduce the scheduling problem into some optimization or constraint

satisfaction problems. Such methods can be successful and efficient to solve the par-

ticular problems, but their rigid nature may prevent their reusability. We believe

that more clean semantic model like language-based framework potentially facili-

tates problem-solving within one unified framework. However, it does not change

the inherent computational complexity of the problem. Recently, researchers in the

supervisory control community have been formulating the job deadline satisfaction

problems in automaton (or language) based models, motivated by the belief that

supervisory control theory [57] can ensure optimal performance while guaranteeing

operational safety and liveness. Sengupta et al. [61] aims to find a particular super-

visor, within the set of acceptable supervisors, which optimizes some quantitative

performance measure. They introduce the event and control costs to induce a cost

on each string the system may generate, and the overall cost function is a summation

of the individual cost associated with the events.

In [21] the authors adopt the Brandin-Wonham timed control paradigm [15] to

deal with supervisory control for job deadlines in cluster tools applications, whose

modeling formalism follows the Ostroff’s semantics for timed transition models [53].

In [7] the authors adopt the timed automaton modeling formalism [3] and use reach-

ability analysis techniques to determine deadline satisfaction in an industrial case

study. In [65] a new time optimal supervisory control paradigm is introduced, in

which a plant is modeled as a time-weighted automaton and a logic requirement

is modeled as an unweighted automaton. The heap-of-pieces theory [73] is used to

describe execution time of each trajectory in a quasi-concurrent setup, i.e., execu-

tions of different transitions in the trajectory can be overlapped but their starting

moments must be sequentially ordered. The goal in [65] is to achieve minimum

makespan.

In here we adopt the time-weighted automaton modeling formalism introduced
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in [65] to address the job deadline satisfaction problems. The basic setup consists

of a plant modeled as a time-weighted automaton, a logic requirement language

that takes care of general logic constraints about operational safety and progress,

and a collection of job requirements associated with relevant job deadlines. We

first tackle the problem of determining the least restrictive controllable sublanguage

(denoted as S for easy reference) of the plant that satisfies all requirements and

deadlines. When S exists, our second problem is to determine an optimal strategy

to add delays to relevant transitions of the plant so that there exists the least re-

strictive controllable sublanguage that satisfies all requirements and deadlines with

minimum job earliness. By solving a constraint optimization problem, we show that

the set of all optimal delays can be computed. When S does not exist due to the

infeasibility of fulfilling some deadlines, our next problem is to determine how to

relax some deadlines and in order to minimize the impact of deadline relaxation,

we present an algorithm to determine the minimal sets of deadlines which need to

be relaxed. Our main contribution is to formulate related job deadline satisfaction

problems in the time-weighted automaton modeling formalism and provide relevant

algorithms to solve them. Compared with [65], we deal with different optimal syn-

thesis problems and consider delay insertions to ensure minimum job earliness and

tardiness. Compared with existing work in mathematical programming models, we

argue that our modeling formalism has higher expressiveness in the sense that it can

handle uncontrollable transitions, describe complex precedence and mutual exclu-

sion relationships, permits modular architecture for dynamic component updates,

and facilitates model abstraction [66], which may have a big potential to overcome

the computational complexity challenge. Compared with existing timed automa-

ton modeling formalisms [15] [3], a time-weighted automaton model is simpler due

to the lack of clocks and ticks, and the usage of heaps-of-pieces theory provides

a more compact algebraic treatment on time. Such modeling simplicity results in
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lower synthesis complexity. In addition, it is harder to perform model abstraction

in timed models introduced in [15] [3], if it is still possible, which suggests that

our time-weighted modeling formalism may be more suitable for computationally

efficient scheduling and synthesis approaches such as distributed approaches.

4.0.1 Outline

We organize the chapter as follows. We first present the baseline problem of

synthesizing the supremal controllable job-satisfaction sublanguages in Section 4.1.

After that, we bring in the problem of delay addition for minimum job earliness in

Section 4.2, and the problem of relaxing job deadlines in Section 4.3.

4.1 Supremal controllable job satisfaction sublan-

guage

In this section, we propose an algorithm to compute the supremal controllable

sublanguage that satisfies the job requirements and deadlines. To that end, we

formally introduce the notion of job requirements and their deadlines below. We as-

sume that the reader is familiar with concepts and operations in supervisory control

theory [57] and follow the notations in [79].

Let Σ = Σc

⋃̇
Σuc, where Σc and Σuc denote respectively the sets of controllable

events and uncontrollable events.

Definition 4.1. [57] Given G ∈ φ(Σ), K ⊆ Lm(G) is controllable with respect to

G if KΣuc ∩ L(G) ⊆ K. �

Let ET = {(Ei, di) ∈ 2Σ∗i × R+ | i ∈ I}, where Ei is a regular language, called job

requirement, over Σi ⊆ Σ and di ∈ R+ is its deadline (or due date). Here I is a finite

index set and each tuple (Ei, di) ∈ ET is interpreted as follows: each job require-
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ment Ei has to be satisfied within its pre-specified due date di. In this work, the

completion of any process s ∈ Ei is said to satisfy or complete the job requirement

Ei. Since an operational sequence generated by the plant may involve events that

contribute to the satisfaction of different jobs, We make the following assumption:

Assumption 1: Σ =
⋃̇
i∈IΣi. �

That is, we assume that each action in the plant is related to exactly one job require-

ment, i.e., there is no unnecessary action in the plant model. . This assumption will

prevent any confusion on which job an operation should belong to, upon which we

can precisely define the concept of job completion. In applications we can always

associate disjoint alphabets with different jobs. In case that an operation may be

linked to more than one job, we can always create different events and map them to

the same operation. In this sense, Assumption 1 is a mild one. We require each Ei

(i ∈ I) to be finite because we use it to describe a specific job Ei, which needs to be

completed within a finite period. Nevertheless, we also say an operation sequence

s ∈ Σ∗ completes job Ei if Pi(s) ∈ Ei, where Pi : Σ∗ → Σ∗i is the natural projection

with respect to (Σ,Σi). We define the job Ei execution time by s (under f) as

tEi,f (s) = min
s′≤s∧Pi(s′)=Pi(s)

υf (s
′) = max

s′≤s∧s′∈Σ∗Σi
υf (s

′),

i.e., the job Ei execution time by s is the duration from the beginning of s to the

last event of s in Σi. For example, if Σ = {a, b, c, d}, Σi = {a, c}, s = abcd, then

tEi,f (s) = υf (abc) is the job Ei execution time by s. Moreover, if s completes Ei,

i.e., Pi(s) ∈ Ei, then tEi,f (s) is said to be the job Ei completion time by s (under f).

For technical convenience, we assume Σ =
⋃
i∈I Σi. We allow Σi ∩Σj 6= ∅ for i 6= j.

Hence each event executed by the plant contributes to the completion of some jobs

and we allow the same event to contribute to the completion of several different

jobs. For a finite sublanguage K ⊆ P−1
i (Ei) we define tEi,f (K) := maxs∈K tEi,f (s)
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as the job Ei completion time by K, i.e., the longest job Ei completion time by a

string s ∈ K. The job Ei completion time by the empty set is defined to be zero,

i.e., tEi,f (∅) := 0. Let Wf (ET ) := {s ∈ Σ∗ | ∀i ∈ I, Pi(s) ∈ Ei∧ tEi,f (s) ≤ di} be the

(possibly empty) collection of all strings which satisfy all job requirements and the

corresponding job deadlines. Wf (ET ) is a finite language since the transition dura-

tion of each event is positive and Σ =
⋃
i∈I Σi. In addition to the job requirements,

there is a general logic requirement E ⊆ Σ∗ used to specify the safety properties and

the progress properties. We now bring in the notion of a controllable job satisfaction

sublanguage.

Given a time-weighted plant (G, f, h) ∈ ϕ(Σ), the set of jobs and deadlines ET =

{(Ei, di) ∈ 2Σ∗i × R+ | i ∈ I} and a general logic requirement E ⊆ Σ∗, let

C(G, f, h, E, ET ) := {K ⊆ Lm(G) ∩ E ∩Wf (ET ) |

K is controllable w.r.t. G}

be the collection of all controllable sublanguages1 of Lm(G) satisfying all require-

ments and the job deadlines, i.e., the collection of controllable job satisfaction sub-

languages of (G, f, h) under E and ET .

There exists a unique element K∗ ∈ C(G, f, h, E, ET ) such that

∀K ∈ C(G, f, h, E, ET ), K ⊆ K∗

We call K∗ the supremal controllable job satisfaction sublanguage of (G, f, h) under

E and ET , denoted as

supC(G, f, h, E, ET ). The first problem is stated below.

Problem 2. Given a plant (G, f, h), requirements E and ET , compute supC(G, f, h, E, ET ).

�

1We consider the framework of marking non-blocking supervisory control [79]. The work could
be easily adapted to dealing with the non-marking non-blocking supervisory control framework.
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A solution to Problem 2 is given by the following algorithm.

Algorithm 4.1 Compution of supC(G, f, h, E, ET )

1. Input: A centralized model (G, f, h) ∈ ϕ(Σ), requirements E ⊆ Σ∗ and ET
with I = {1, 2, . . . , k}.

2. Construct a trim tree-structured automaton for H = Lm(G)∩E ∩Wf (ET ) by
constructing a tree-structured automaton for Lm(G) ∩E ∩ ‖i∈IEi in breadth-
first order with the following modifications:

(a) Each state q is maintained with a (k + 2)-tuple
(M̂G,f,h(s), υf (s), t1(q), t2(q), . . . , tk(q)), where s is the unique
string labeling the path from the root state q0 to state q. Initially,
t1(q0) = t2(q0) = . . . = tk(q0) = 0.

(b) For the immediate successor state q′ of q via σ, let M̂G,f,h(sσ) :=

M̂G,f,h(s)M̂G,f,h(σ) and υf (sσ) := 1tnhM̂G,f,h(sσ)1nh . If σ ∈ Σi, let
ti(q

′) := υf (sσ), else let ti(q
′) := ti(q). If ∃i ∈ I, ti(q) ≥ di, the subtree

rooted at state q is cut.

(c) Repeat step b) for each reached but unexplored state q.

3. Output: The supremal sublanguage K∗ ⊆ H that is controllable w.r.t. G.

Here ti(q) is interpreted as the job Ei execution time tEi,f (s), where s is the unique

string labeling the path from the root state q0 to state q. Since H is a finite lan-

guage, step 2) of the above algorithm clearly terminates. We immediately have the

following result.

We now use a simple example to illustrate the Algorithm 4.1. Let Σi = {ai, bi, ci}, i =

1, 2. For simplicity we assume that all events have the same execution time equal to

1, and h = {(a1, a2), (b1, b2)}, ET = {(b1a1, 2.5), (b2b2a2, 4)}. Suppose that for a given

G, ET , and E, the corresponding tree-structured automaton for Lm(G)∩E∩(||i∈IEi)

has been constructed and shown in figure 4.1. Note that enumeration of strings in

Lm(G) ∩ E ∩ (||i∈IEi) can be done in an on-the-fly manner in the sense that we

do not construct the entire three structure once for all but incrementally, e.g., the

subtree rooted at the red-filled states are not visited since the strings leading to

these states are found to exceed the deadlines.
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Figure 4.1: Tree-structured automaton construction

Theorem 4.1. Let K∗ be the output of Algorithm 4.1. Then K∗ = supC(G, f, h, E, ET ).

�

Proof: The proof is straightforward. �

4.2 Supremal minimum-earliness controllable job

satisfaction sublanguage

In Problem 2, if supC(G, f, h, E, ET ) 6= ∅, it is desirable to synthesize a non-empty

controllable sublanguage with minimum job earliness, by adding proper delays to

the occurrences of some controllable transitions. To formalize this idea we need to

introduce the concept of earliness of job Ei completion (under f).

Definition 4.2. Given a string s ∈ Σ∗ and a job requirement (Ei, di) such that

Pi(s) ∈ Ei and tEi,f (s) ≤ di. The earliness of completing Ei by s (under f) is

defined as ei,f (s) = di− tEi,f (s). Accordingly, the earliness of completing ET by s is

defined as ef (s) =
∑

i∈I ei,f (s), if s ∈ Wf (ET ). �
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Remark: In Definition 4.2, the earliness of job Ei completion time by s is required

to be non-negative. This is useful for the cost computation when the deadline di is

hard and must be met. When the deadline di is soft, it is possible to consider the

deviation of job Ei completion time di,f (s) = |di − tEi,f (s)| from di, which can be

used for computing the penalty. �

Referring to the example given after Algorithm 4.1, for the string s = b1a1b2b2a2

which satisfies both job-requirements and deadlines, e1,f (s) = 1.5, e2,f (s) = 1.0

because tJ1,f (s) = υf (b1a1) = 1 and tJ2,f (s) = υf (s) = 3, and the earliness of the

string is ef (s) = e1,f (s) + e2,f (s) = 2.5. We now extend the definition of earliness of

job completion to a finite language.

Definition 4.3. Given any finite language K ⊆ Wf (ET ), the earliness of K w.r.t.

ET is defined as ef (K) := maxs∈K ef (s). �

The earliness of the empty set is defined to be zero, i.e., ef (∅) := 0.

If supC(G, f, h, E, ET ) 6= ∅, it is always possible to compute a non-empty control-

lable sublanguage with minimum job earliness by adding delays. To introduce delays

to the plant model we have the following construction. For a given (G, f, h) ∈ ϕ(Σ),

let D : T → R+ ∪ {0} be a weight function such that D(x, σ) = 0 for σ ∈ Σuc and

D(x, σ) ∈ R+∪{0} for σ ∈ Σc. Let DC be the collection of delays that satisfy above

constraint. For each D ∈ DC, the firing duration of each transition (x, σ) ∈ T is

extended to (f + D)(x, σ) := f(x, σ) + D(x, σ), where f + D : T → R+ is an

extended weight function parameterized by D ∈ DC. Recall that, when there is no

delay, to compute string execution time υG,f,h(s) we need to bring in an induced

morphism M̂G,f,h. After introducing the delay D, the induced morphism becomes

M̂G,f+D,h. Here for each τ ∈ T we have
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(M̂G,f+D,h(τ))qv :=


0 if q = v, q /∈ R(τ), or q ∈ R(τ), v /∈ R(τ)

(f +D)(τ) if q, v ∈ R(τ)

−∞ otherwise

which can be used in computing the new string execution time υG,f+D,h(s). The

computation of earliness is also affected accordingly and changed from ef to ef+D

after adding the delay. The existence of the supremal minimum-earliness controllable

job satisfaction sublanguage is ensured by the following proposition.

We directly adopt the timed supervisory control mechanism introduced in [65]. The

effect of inserting delay to a transition τ ∈ T on the timed supervisory control can

be explained as follows. Assume that before inserting delay the timed supervisor

allows τ to be fired at time instant t, which will be completed at f(τ) + t. Thus,

if the next transition τ ′ ∈ T is mutually exclusive with τ , it will be allowed by the

timed supervisor to be fired at f(τ) + t. If τ ′ is not mutually exclusive with τ , then

the timed supervisor will allow it to be fired after t with possibly an infinitesimal

gap (i.e., τ and τ ′ can be fired almost simultaneously). After inserting a delay D(τ),

the firing of τ will still be at t, which will be completed at (f+D)(τ)+ t. If the next

transition τ ′ is mutually exclusive with τ , the timed supervisor will withhold τ ′ for

extra D(τ) time before allowing it to be fired. If τ ′ is not mutually exclusive with

τ , then the timed supervisor will still allow it to be fired at t. This interpretation of

delay is equivalent to saying that the execution time of τ is extended from f(τ) to

(f+D)(τ) - in other words, the delay is actually applied at the end of τ instead of its

beginning, which allows us to directly apply the existing timed control mechanism

in [65] in this setup with delays.

Proposition 4.1. Let D ∈ DC be a delay function. If supC(G, f+D, h,E, ET ) 6= ∅,

then there exists a non-empty set K̂∗ ∈ C(G, f +D, h,E, ET ) such that for any non-

empty K ∈ C(G, f +D, h,E, ET ) the following holds,
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1. ef+D(K̂∗) ≤ ef+D(K),

2. ef+D(K) = ef+D(K̂∗)⇒ K ⊆ K̂∗. �

Proof: Intuitively K̂∗ is the union of the set of minimum earliness controllable job

satisfaction sublanguages. The proof is straightforward. �

We call K̂∗ the supremal minimum-earliness controllable job satisfaction sublan-

guage of (G, f + D, h) under E and ET , denoted as sup CF(G, f + D, h,E, ET ).

In the remaining, when we write sup CF(G, f + D, h,E, ET ), we implicitly assume

supC(G, f +D, h,E, ET ) 6= ∅ and thus sup CF(G, f +D, h,E, ET ) exists. The prob-

lem of ensuring minimum earliness of job completions by adding proper delays is

formalized below.

Problem 3. If Problem 2 has a non-empty solution, i.e.,

supC(G, f, h, E, ET ) 6= ∅, then compute a delay function D∗ ∈ DC such that

ef+D∗(supCF(G, f +D∗, h, E, ET )) = minD∈DC ef+D(supCF(G, f +D, h,E, ET )). �

To solve this problem, we introduce the following concept.

Definition 4.4. A non-empty controllable sublanguage K1 of K, where K ⊆ Lm(G),

with respect to G, if it exists, is said to be minimal if for any non-empty controllable

sublanguage K2 ⊆ K, K2 ⊆ K1 implies K2 = K1. �

Given a finite, non-empty language K ⊆ Lm(G), let CL(K) denote the collection

of all non-empty minimal controllable sublanguages contained in K with respect to

G. We need the following definitions and operations. A state q in a finite state
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automaton is said to be a controllable (respectively, an uncontrollable) state if all

the transitions out of q are controllable (respectively, uncontrollable). It is said to

be a mixed state if there are both controllable and uncontrollable transitions out

of state q. The controllable transitions out of each mixed state are removed and

each mixed state is thus transformed into an uncontrollable state. It is easy to see

that this preprocessing stage does not affect the computation of CL(K). Given a

set of languages L, we define a new set of languages aL := {aL | L ∈ L} ⊆ 2Σ∗ for

each a ∈ Σ. For two sets of languages L1,L2, we define another set of languages

L1 t L2 = {L1 ∪ L2 | L1 ∈ L1, L2 ∈ L2} ⊆ 2Σ∗ . We propose the following algorithm

to compute CL(K) when K itself is controllable with respect to G.
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Algorithm 4.2 Algorithm for Computing CL(K)

1. Input: A trim tree-structured automaton GK ∈ φ(Σ) such that Lm(GK) = K

2. Assign each leave node q of GK with L(q) = {{ε}}.

3. For each node q whose children have been assigned a set of languages, do the
following until the root node is reached:

(a) if q is a controllable state but not a final state, such that
(q, a1, q1), (q, a2, q2), . . . , (q, ak, qk) is its branches, then L(q) :=⋃
i∈[1,k] aiL(qi);

(b) if q is both a controllable state and a final state, then L(q) :=⋃
i∈[1,k] aiL(qi) ∪ {{ε}};

(c) if q is an uncontrollable state, then L(q) :=
⊔
i∈[1,k] aiL(qi).

4. Output L(q0), where q0 is the root of GK .

Proposition 4.2. When K is controllable with respect to G, CL(K) = L(q0). �

Proof: It is not difficult to show by structural induction that, L(q) is the set of

minimal marked behaviors that can be enforced by a supervisor on GK when the

initial state of GK is q. Then the set of minimal controllable sublanguages of K will

be L(q0), i.e., CL(K) = L(q0). �

With the above technical preparation, a solution to Problem 3 is provided in Algo-

rithm 4.3. It is likely that two different delays lead to the same earliness associated

with two different supremal minimum-earliness controllable job satisfaction sublan-

guages. Algorithm 4.3 indeed computes the set of all such optimal delays. We need

the following lemma.

Lemma 4.1. Let s be any string of Lm(G). For each j ∈ [1, nh], there exist

cij(s,D) ∈ N|T | and cij,0(s,D) ∈ R+ ∪ {0}, both of which are functions that depend
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on D, such that tEi,f+D(s) = maxj∈[1,nh]((c
i
j(s,D))TD + cij,0(s,D)), where D is a

|T |-tuple vector corresponding to the delay function. �

Proof: This immediately follows from the theory of heaps-of-pieces and the def-

inition of job execution time. In fact, tEi,f+D(s) is the maximum of the resource

time among the nh different resources and here the j-th resource time after the in-

sertion of delay is representable by (cij(s,D))TD+cij,0(s,D), where the only involved

operations are weighted additions of firing duration of each transition (after delay

insertion). The reason why both cij(s,D) and cij,0(s,D) depend on D is because the

delay function influences the choice of the maximum in the computation of each

resource time. �

Algorithm 4.3 Algorithm for Computing Optimal Delays

1. Input: K = supC(G, f, h, E, ET ) from Problem 1.

2. Compute CL(K) using Algorithm 4.2.

3. For each L ∈ CL(K), solve the following optimization problem:

min
D∈DC

ef+D(L) = min
D∈DC

max
s∈L

ef+D(s)

subject to ∧
s∈L

∧
i∈I

tEi,f+D(s) ≤ di

Let DC∗(L) denote the collection of optimal delays for L and e∗(L) denote
the minimum earliness that is achievable by L with delays.

4. Let OL := {L ∈ CL(K) | ∀L′ ∈ CL(K), e∗(L) ≤ e∗(L′)}. Set DC∗ =⋃
L∈OL DC∗(L).

5. Output: DC∗.

According to the monotonicity property of the earliness function, we only need to

look at those non-empty minimal controllable sublanguages of supC(G, f, h, E, ET ),
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i.e., the languages

in CL(supC(G, f, h, E, ET )), and compute the optimal delays for them, which is

shown in Step 3) of Algorithm 4.3. We have the following theorem.

Theorem 4.2. Given a plant (G, f, h) and requirementsE and ET , if supC(G, f, h, E, ET ) 6=

∅, then Algorithm 4.3 solves Problem 2. �

Proof: Let D∗ be a solution of the optimization problem:

minD∈DC ef+D(supCF(G, f +D, h,E, ET )).

According to the definition of the earliness function, there exists a non-empty con-

trollable sublanguage L ∈ CL(supCF(G, f + D∗, h, E, ET )) such that ef+D∗(L) ≤

ef+D∗(supCF(G, f+D∗, h, E, ET )). It is not difficult to see that L ∈ CL(supC(G, f, h, E, ET ))

and e∗(L) ≤ ef+D∗(L). Thus minL∈CL(supC(G,f,h,E,ET )) e
∗(L) ≤ ef+D∗(supCF(G, f +

D∗, h, E, ET )). On the other hand, for any L ∈ CL(supC(G, f, h, E, ET )), let D∗(L)

be any solution of the optimization problem

minD∈DC ef+D(L) subject to the constraint
∧
s∈L

∧
i∈I tEi,f+D(s) ≤ di. Clearly,

e∗(L) = ef+D∗(L)(L) ≥ ef+D∗(supCF(G, f +D∗, h, E, ET )), since

L ∈ CL(supC(G, f, h, E, ET )). Thus minL∈CL(supC(G,f,h,E,ET )) e
∗(L) ≥ ef+D∗(supCF(G, f+

D∗, h, E, ET )). �

Indeed, Algorithm 4.3 computes the set of all optimal delays. It is possible to com-

pute the set of all optimal delays by reducing the optimization problem to solving

a set of linear programs. The optimization problem in Step 3) of Algorithm 4.3 is

reducible to solving a set of linear programs in the following manner:

min
D∈DC

max
s∈L

ef+D(s) = min
D∈DC

max
s∈L

∑
i∈I

(di − tEi,f+D(s))

=
∑
i∈I

di − max
D∈DC

min
s∈L

∑
i∈I

tEi,f+D(s)

=
∑
i∈I

di − max
D∈DC

min
s∈L

∑
i∈I

max
j∈[1,nh]

((cij)
TD + cij,0)
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subject to ∧
s∈L

∧
i∈I

tEi,f+D(s) ≤ di

is equivalent to solving for each j(i) ∈ [1, nh],

∑
i∈I

di − max
D∈DC

min
s∈L

∑
i∈I

((cij(i))
TD + cij(i),0)

subject to

∧
s∈L

∧
i∈I

tEi,f+D(s) ≤ di

∧
i∈I

∧
j∈[1,nh]

(cij(i))
TD + cij(i),0 ≥ (cij)

TD + cij,0

Let T (s,D) :=
∑

i∈I((c
i
j(i))

TD+cij(i),0). Then the above optimization is equivalent to

solving for each j(i) ∈ [1, nh], for each s0 ∈ L, the optimization problem O(j(i), s0):

∑
i∈I

di − max
D∈DC

T (s0, D)

subject to

∧
s∈L

∧
i∈I

tEi,f+D(s) ≤ di

∧
i∈I

∧
j∈[1,nh]

(cij(i))
TD + cij(i),0 ≥ (cij)

TD + cij,0

∧
s∈L

T (s0, D) ≤ T (s,D)

The minimum earliness, which is attainable by L, is simply

min{O∗(j(i), s0) | j(i) ∈ [1, nh], s0 ∈ L}, where O∗(j(i), s0) is the optimal value

of the optimization problem O(j(i), s0), i.e. e∗(L) = min{O∗(j(i), s0) | j(i) ∈

[1, nh], s0 ∈ L}. The optimal delays for the optimization problem O(j(i), s0) is
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\1

\2

\2\1

\1

\2

Figure 4.2: Exmaple: Timed Weighted Automaton

denoted by D∗(j(i), s0). Then DC∗(L) := {D∗(j(i), s0) | O∗(j(i), s0) = e∗(L)}.

The MATLAB toolbox fminimax for solving minimax constraint problem can be

used for efficiently computing optimal delays with different initializations of D.

For each D ∈ DC∗, we could also compute the corresponding supremal minimum-

earliness controllable job satisfaction sublanguage

sup CF(G, f +D, h,E, ET ) by Proposition 4.1. We remark that for different delays,

the supremal minimum earliness controllable job satisfaction sublanguages could be

different.

Example 4.1. We use a simple example to illustrate the aforementioned concept.

Consider a timed-weighted automaton G shown in figure 4.2. Let L(G) = {abcd, acbd},

and ET = {(ac, 4.5), (bd, 7)}. The corresponding M̂f+D will be

ˆMf+D(a) =


1 +D(1) 0 0

−∞ 0 −∞

−∞ −∞ 0

 , ˆMf+D(b) =


0 −∞ −∞

0 1 +D(2) 0

−∞ −∞ 0

 ,

ˆMf+D(c) =


0 −∞ −∞

0 2 +D(3) 0

−∞ −∞ 0

 , ˆMf+D(d) =


0 −∞ −∞

−∞ 0 −∞

0 0 2 +D(4)

,

Therefore,

ef+D(L) = 23−max([1 +D(1), 1 +D(2), 1 +D(2) + 2 +D(3)])−max([1 +D(1), 1 +

D(2), 1 + D(2) + 2 + D(3), 1 + D(2) + 2 + D(4)]) − max([1 + D(1), 2 + D(3)]) −

max([1 +D(1), 2 +D(3), 1 +D(2) + 2 +D(3), 2 +D(3) + 2 +D(4)]).

After running fminimax, we get D∗ = [0 0 1.5 1.5].
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4.3 Relaxations of Job Deadlines

If supC(G, f, h, E, ET ) = ∅, then there is no controllable sublanguage of Lm(G)

that satisfies all jobs and the imposed deadlines. If the supremal controllable sublan-

guage of Lm(G)∩E ∩ (||i∈IEi) is non-empty, then it means that some job deadlines

need to be relaxed in order to have a non-empty controllable job satisfaction sublan-

guage. Thus it is practically important to know the maximal sets of job deadlines

that can be met. Dually, we would like to compute the minimal sets of job deadlines

that need to be relaxed. Formally, the following problem is considered:

Problem 4. Given a plant (G, f, h) and requirements E, ET , determine all the sub-

sets of job requirements I1 ⊆ I such that

1. supC(G, f, h, E ∩ (||i∈I1Ei), {(Ei, di) | i ∈ I − I1}) 6= ∅

2. ∀I2 ⊆ I1, (supC(G, f, h, E ∩ (||i∈I2Ei), {(Ei, di) | i ∈ I − I2}) 6= ∅ ⇒ I1 = I2).

�

Note that supC(G, f, h, E∩(||i∈I1Ei), {(Ei, di) | i ∈ I−I1}), denoted as supCR(I1)

for convenience, is in general an infinite language, since the new job requirements

E ′T = {(Ei, di) | i ∈ I − I1} does not satisfy Σ =
⋃
i∈I−I1 Σi. The system is allowed

to continuously generate events in Σ−
⋃
i∈I−I1 Σi after all the jobs have been com-

pleted. The tree-structured automaton construction method does not work in this

case. We propose the following algorithm, which is quite similar to Algorithm 4.1,

to compute supCR(I1). The state size of AT will be upper bounded by |Σ|d, where

d is the depth. To calculate d, we need to calculate the maximal length of a string

up to which the time deadline of one specification has to be violated. Thus, the
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Algorithm 4.4 Computation of supCR(I1)

1. Input: A centralized model (G, f, h) ∈ ϕ(Σ), requirements E ⊆ Σ∗, {Ei | i ∈
I1} and E ′T .

2. Compute the minimal finite automaton GL for Lm(G) ∩ E ∩ ‖i∈IEi.

3. Construct a finite automaton AT over Σ by constructing a tree-structured au-
tomaton for Σ∗ with the following modifications, such that each string accepted
by AT satisfies the job requirements I − I1 = {1, 2, . . . , k}:

(a) Each state q is maintained with a (k + 2)-tuple
(M̂G,f,h(s), υf (s), t1(q), t2(q), . . . , tk(q)), where s is the unique
string labeling the path from the root state q0 to state q. Initially,
t1(q0) = t2(q0) = . . . = tk(q0) = 0.

(b) For the immediate successor state q′ of q via σ, let M̂G,f,h(sσ) :=

M̂G,f,h(s)M̂G,f,h(σ) and υf (sσ) := 1tnhM̂G,f,h(sσ)1nh . If σ ∈ Σi, let
ti(q

′) := υf (sσ), else let ti(q
′) := ti(q). If ∀i ∈ I − I1, vf (sσ) ≥ di, loop

at state q′ for each σ ∈ Σ −
⋃
i∈I−I1 Σi. If ∃i ∈ I − I1, ti(q) > di, the

subtree rooted at state q is cut.

(c) Repeat step b) for each reached but unexplored state q.

4. Compute H := Lm(GL‖AT ).

5. Output: The supremal sublanguage K∗ ⊆ H that is controllable w.r.t. G.
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complexity of Algorithm 4.4 is O(|Σ|d). Intuitively, AT tracks all the strings in Σ∗

that could satisfy all the job deadlines in I − I1. The following result is immediate.

d = d maxi∈I−I1 di
min{f(τ)|τ∈T }e, where dxe is used to denote the ceiling of x.

Proposition 4.3. The step 2) of Algorithm 4.4 terminates and the output K∗ sat-

isfies K∗ = supCR(I1). �

Proof: The proof is straightforward. �

Problem 4 is now solved by examining all the elements of the lattice (2I ,∪,∩, I, ∅),

starting from the bottom element ∅ to the top element I. Once an element, i.e., a

subset of I, is found to be a solution, there is no need to examine all the greater

elements. In general, there could be different solutions to Problem 4 that are in-

comparable

4.4 Discussions

In this chapter, we addressed the problem of timed control for multiple job dead-

lines. We have first introduced the concept of supremal controllable job satisfaction

sublanguage and provided algorithms to compute such a supremal sublanguage.

Considering that in practical applications large job earliness is usually undesirable,

we have introduced the concept of supremal controllable minimum-earliness job sat-

isfaction sublanguage, which ensures minimum job earliness by adding delays in

properly chosen transition firings. In case that there does not exist a non-empty

controllable job satisfaction sublanguage, we have proposed an algorithm to com-

pute the minimal sets of deadlines that need to be relaxed.

In practice, not all job deadlines can be relaxed, and it is needed to be formulated

rigorously. As an interesting extension of the current work, we intend to categorize

job requirements into two disjoint groups: job requirements with hard deadlines,
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and job requirements with soft deadlines. All hard deadlines must be complied

with, and soft deadlines can be postponed. To incorporate such notion, we need

to make some technical preparation to determine a delay function such that the

minimum total earliness of hard deadlines plus those achievable soft deadlines can

be ensured, while the total tardiness of unachievable soft deadlines can be reduced

as much as possible, which remains as a future work.
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Chapter 5

Case Studies

This chapter is devoted to case studies in regards to Chapter 3, and Chapter

4. We present examples to demonstrate the effectiveness of proposed methods for

real-world applications. In the first section, we provide the simplified cluster tool

example and apply supervisory control theory in order to maximize the throughput

of the cluster. In the sequel, the job-shop problem is presented. We synthesize

the supervisory control to minimize total due-date while a maximal number of job

requirements are met.

The examples are simple but non-trivial. We can easily scale up the system by

adding more components to the system. However, due to the state space explosion,

when composing a large number of individual automaton (e.g., a model with ten

components having two states each produces 210 states), we are not able to trace

and verify the results by inspection.

5.1 Cluster Tool

As the circular cluster tools are of high importance in semiconductor manufactur-

ing systems, it is important to understand their performance, and how to improve

it [1]. In this section we use a simple cluster tool example depicted in Figure 5.1 to il-
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Figure 5.1: A simplified cluster tool

lustrate the main results mentioned above. This system consists of one load/exit lock

(LL) for feeding unprocessed wafers into the system and pulling processed wafers

out of the system, two processing chambers (C1 and C2) for processing wafers, two

robots (R1 and R2) for transporting wafers inside the system, and one buffer (B)

for swapping wafers between two robots. We assume that B has one slot. Figure 5.2

depicts the time-weighted system model, where the time weight of each transition is

1, except for Process-C1 and Process-C2, whose weights are 12 (because processing

usually takes more time). Since we only consider prefix-closed languages, all states

are marker states. In addition, all events are controllable, except for Process-C1 and

Process-C2. The local requirements are depicted in Figure 5.3, where local require-

ments E1− E5. specify that; each wafer needs to go through the following routine

sequence: LL → C1 → B → C2 → B → LL. The overall requirement E is the

product of all local requirements. We adopt a time map T from [65], where L is the

global plant model obtained via the synchronous product of all component models,

and all events in a same component or requirement must be mutually exclusive, i.e.,

their firings cannot overlap each other. The specific event that we are interested

in is R1 − drop − LL, which is the output. When applying Algorithm 3.3 in this

example, we first compute the supremal controllable sublanguage of G under E,

which is recognized by G depicted in Figure 5.4. Then in G we apply Algorithm 3.2

to determine the time optimal supervisor, which is a sub-automaton of G whose
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Figure 5.2: Time-weighted component models

structure is annotated by the boldface font in Figure 5.4. By taking R1−drop−LL

as our interested event, there are ten different simple cycles within the boldface font

area which each of which has the highest cycle throughput. In this example, we

have the same transient part R1-pick-LL→R1-drop-C1→Process-C1 leading to the

cyclic part comprising of 10 simple cycles.

Figure 5.3: Requirement models
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R1_pick_LL

R1_pick_LL R2_drop_B

R1_pick_LL

R2_drop_C2
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Figure 5.4: Time optimal supervisor
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Figure 5.5: Two-Machine Job-Shop Environment

5.2 Job-Shop

This section is in regard to technical setup developed in chapter 4. A simplified

job shop depicted in figure 5.5 is used.

It consists of one I/O (Input/Output) buffer for feeding raw materials and drop-

ping out those processed ones. There are two machines (M1 and M2) that process

the raw materials, and one robot that performs tasks of figure and unloading of

parts. In this example, we deal with two types of product (A and B). Accordingly,

based on product type, machines’ actions are differentiated. The timed-weighted

model1 for each component is shown in figure 5.6.

We assume that all events of Σ = ΣM1 ∪ ΣM2 ∪ ΣR are controllable, and the

mutual exclusion relation is h = ΣM1 × ΣM1 ∪ ΣM2 × ΣM2 ∪ ΣR × ΣR. In this

example, to have the complete products, both parts are required to go through

I/O → M1 → M2 → I/O. Let ET = {(E1, 20), (E2, 12)}, where E1 and E2 are job

requirements for product type A and type B respectively. The logic requirement and

job requirements are depicted in figure 5.7. Upon applying Algorithm 4.1, we can

compute the supremal controllable job satisfaction sublanguage, which is depicted

in figure 5.8. We can easily see that the result of Problem 2 consists of 5 non-empty

minimal controllable sublanguages - each one is a singleton. The completion time

1In this example, the simple automaton model works because the logic behavior will be further
constrained by the job requirement in figure 5.7
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Figure 5.6: Component Model

of E1 and E2 for different strings are as follows: (we order the strings from left to

right)

For i ∈ [1, 4], tJ1,f (si) = 16, tJ2,f (si) = 10 and for string s5, tJ1,f (s5) = 17, tJ2,f (s5) =

11. Clearly ef (si) = 6 for all i ∈ [1, 4] and ef (s5) = 4, thus {s5} is the supre-

mal minimum-earliness controllable job satisfaction sublanguage. If delay func-

tions are considered, it is easy to see that the achievable minimum earliness is

zero. By applying Algorithm. 4.3, we get D∗ such that D∗(r dropB IO) = 1,

D∗(r dropA IO) = 3, and for all σ ∈ Σ − {r dropB IO, r dropA IO}, D∗(σ) = 0,

then ef+D∗(sup CF(G, f + D∗, h, E, ET )) = ef+D∗({s5}) = 0. Here, we use events

instead of transitions to specify D as there is a clear one to one map between them

in this example.
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Figure 5.7: Logic Requirement and Job Requirements

5.3 Discussions

In this chapter, we provided two case studies to show the effectiveness of the

proposed methods provided in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4. The first example was

a cluster tool aiming to maximize the throughput by limiting our operating space

into the high throughput cyclic part. For this example the transient part associated

with cyclic part was unique. To compare our result with steady-state throughput

and scheduling of cluster tools studied in the literature, our result differed in several

important ways. First, the notion of uncontrollability of events was not consid-

ered in similar research work, and they assumed that the scheduler could prevent

any event from occurring. Also, we aimed to find all optimal sequences leading

to high throughput, i.e., designing the supremal controller, rather than finding one

(sub)optimal solution. While in the approaches that used a simulation model to find

optimal processing sequences, the goal was to find only one solution, and there was

no guarantee that the obtained solution was the optimal one. [25,46]. Another com-

mon approach to improve steady-state, as well as transient behaviors of the cluster
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tools was achieved by structural analysis [30,54,58,72]. Such an approach was highly

dependent on the analyzed cluster tool and its properties and became quite com-

plicated for tools which were complex. Our approach was based on timed-weighted

automaton which can be used for modeling and evaluation of a large variety of clus-

ter tools, including single-blade and dual-blade ones, tools with multiple loadlocks,

redundant chambers, and multiple robots. The second example was a simplified

job-shop problem producing two types of product, each of which represented by job

requirement, and its associated due-date. We computed the supremal controllable

job satisfaction sublanguage, as well as the required delay for each transition to

achieve minimum earliness.
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Figure 5.8: Supremal Controllable Job Satisfaction Sublanguage
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Chapter 6

Conclusion

Supervisory control of DES deals with the synthesis of models of supervisory con-

trollers to ensure safety and nonblocking of system’s behaviors based on the model of

the uncontrolled system and the requirements. Additionally, sometimes it is required

that some given time-related performance requirements be met by the supervisor as

well. With this goal in mind, in this thesis we studied timed-related performance

supervisory control.

We have introduced the concept of stably regular languages with finite makespan

for transient behaviors and throughput for cyclic behaviors, based on which we have

formulated a supervisor synthesis problem, which aimed to compute a supremal

controllable sublanguage with the maximum throughput and minimum transient

makespan. It is interesting to note that without considering the makespan for tran-

sient behaviors, the supremal concept may not exist anymore because an arbitrary

union of stably regular languages with the same throughput may create new prefix-

closed sequences which lead to lower throughput. This phenomenon happens to

match our daily experience - we need to restrict transient behaviors before we can

optimize cyclic behaviors. The main algorithm provided for this purpose was es-

sentially a ”brute-force” algorithm, which was only used to show the feasibility of
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performing time optimal synthesis for maximum throughout. The problem of how to

improve its computational efficiency shall be discussed in our future research work.

Also, we have addressed the problem of timed control for multiple job deadlines. We

have first introduced the concept of supremal controllable job satisfaction sublan-

guage and provided algorithm to compute such a supremal sublanguage. Consider-

ing that in practical applications large job earliness is usually undesirable, we have

introduced the concept of supremal controllable minimum-earliness job satisfaction

sublanguage, which ensures minimum job earliness by adding delays in properly cho-

sen transition firings. In case that there does not exist a non-empty controllable job

satisfaction sublanguage, we have proposed an algorithm to compute the minimal

sets of deadlines that need to be relaxed. For future work, we intend to categorize

job requirements into two disjoint groups: hard deadlines job requirements, and soft

deadlines job requirements. The hard deadlines job requirements must be complied

with. However, soft deadlines can be postponed. To incorporate such notion, we

need to elaborate some technical preparation to determine a delay function such

that the minimum total earliness of hard deadlines plus those achievable soft dead-

lines can be ensured, while the total tardiness of unachievable soft deadlines can be

reduced as much as possible, which remains as a future work.
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